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ABSTRACT 

Understanding non-compliance to legislation that governs procurement in public 

entities requires knowledge of how rules are experienced by those who implement 

them. This study is an exploration of the non-pecuniary costs of the administrative 

burden of public procurement, using the Western Cape Department of Transport and 

Public Works (DTPW) as a case study. Administrative burdens are perceived by those 

who experience them through various non-pecuniary costs. This study aims to identify 

variables contributing to these costs and link them to the efficiency and effectiveness 

of procurement implementation. 

A qualitative research design was used in this study and the research was exploratory. 

A sample of nine (9) respondents was selected through purposive sampling to 

participate in the study. Two data collection methods were used: semi-structured 

interviews, and the researcher’s documented observations and personal experiences 

following an autoethnographic approach. Thematic analysis was used to analyse the 

data, using the deductive approach. The findings indicate that the extent to which 

administrative burdens are experienced by public procurement officials is indicative of 

the efficiency and effectiveness of the implementation of procurement regulations and 

policies. Furthermore, challenges with the implementation of Supply Chain 

Management (SCM) and procurement regulation and policy were revealed. These 

challenges include, inter alia, non-compliance with SCM policy and regulations 

because of lack of procurement planning, a lack of knowledge and skills, shortage of 

operational capacity, outdated operating systems, low staff morale and motivation. In 

addition, effective leadership and management, integrated Information and 

Communication Technological (ICT) solutions and the professionalisation of SCM 

personnel were found to possible be key success factors to manage these challenges and 

improve procurement implementation. 

The limitations of the study were its sample size and the use of one organisation as a 

case study. Future research in other public entities would be beneficial in broadening 

insights into this research phenomenon.  

The study provides empirical evidence which would contribute to the body of 

knowledge and address the gap in this research area.   

Key Words: Administrative Burden, Non-Pecuniary Costs, Public Procurement  
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OPSOMMING  

Om nie-voldoening aan wetgewing wat die verkrygingsfunksie in staatsondernemings 

reguleer te verstaan, moet verstaan word hoe die reëls beleef word deur diegene wat dit 

implementeer. Hierdie studie is ’n ondersoek na die niegeldelike koste van die 

administratiewe las wat met staatsverkryging geassosieer word met die Wes-Kaapse 

Departement van Vervoer en Openbare Werke (DVOW) wat as ’n gevallestudie 

gebruik word. Administratiewe laste word waargeneem in verskeie niegeldelike kostes 

deur amptenare wat dit ervaar. Die doel van hierdie studie is om veranderlikes te 

identifiseer wat bydra tot hierdie kostes en tot watter mate dit die effektiewe en 

doeltreffende implementering van verkrygingsregulasies en -beleid beïnvloed. 

’n Kwalitatiewe navorsingsontwerp is in hierdie studie gebruik en die navorsing was 

ondersoekend van aard. ’n Steekproef van nege (9) respondente is deur doelbewuste 

steekproefneming gekies om aan die studie deel te neem. Twee data-

insamelingsmetodes is gebruik, naamlik semi-gestruktureerde onderhoude, en die 

navorser se gedokumenteerde waarnemings en geleefde ervaringe deur ’n outo-

etnografiese benadering te volg. Tematiese ontleding is gebruik om die data aan die 

hand van die deduktiewe metode te ontleed. Die bevindings dui daarop dat die mate 

waartoe staatsamptenare in beheer van verkryging administratiewe laste ondervind, ’n 

aanduiding is van die effektiwiteit en doeltreffendheid van die implementering van 

verkrygingsregulasies en -beleid. Dit het ook uitdagings met die implementering van 

regulasies en beleid ten opsigte van voorraadkettingbestuur en verkryging blootgelê. 

Hierdie uitdagings sluit onder meer in nie-nakoming van voorraadkettingbestuursbeleid 

en -regulasies weens ’n gebrek aan verkrygingsbeplanning, ’n gebrek aan kennis en 

vaardigheid, ’n tekort aan operasionele kapasiteit, verouderde bedryfstelsels, en lae 

personeelmoreel en -motivering. Daar is ook bevind dat doeltreffende leierskap en 

bestuur, geïntegreerde inligtingskommunikasietegnologiestelsels en die 

professionalisering van voorraadkettingbestuurspersoneel deurslaggewend is om 

hierdie uitdagings suksesvol te bestuur en die implementering van 

verkrygingsregulasies en -beleid te verbeter. 

Beperkings van die studie was die steekproefgrootte en die feit dat net een organisasie 

as ’n gevallestudie gebruik is. Toekomstige navorsing in ander staatsondernemings kan 

voordelig wees om insigte in hierdie navorsingsfenomeen te verbreed. 
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Die studie verskaf empiriese bewyse wat ’n bydrae sal lewer tot die bron van kennis 

asook leemtes ten opsigte van hierdie navorsingsgebied. 

Sleutelwoorde: Administratiewe Las, Niegeldelike Koste, Staatsverkryging 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 Overview 

Interest in the administrative burdens of public procurement’s internal procurement 

operations, stemmed from the researcher’s discovery,  at the Western Cape Government’s 

Department of Transport and Public Work’s Supply Chain Management Unit, between 

the years 2018 and 2021, that procurement processes are still largely outdated, consisting 

of manual workflows, and resulting in large volumes of paper-based internal audit controls 

(Quinot, 2020:9).   

Public procurement is a dynamic and complex function in government. It is that part of 

government that converts the intangible democratic promises and obligations into tangible 

realities. The primary objective of public procurement is to “deliver goods and services 

necessary to accomplish government missions in a timely, economical, and efficient 

manner” (OECD, s.a. 1). Procurement is no longer solely a buyer’s function but also a 

function that instils socioeconomic and environmental values into every procurement 

process (Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012a:437). It is because of this function that 

governments all over the world could respond to the Covid-19 pandemic (IMF, 2021). 

Most countries, including South Africa, enacted special Covid-19 procurement legislation 

to permit the emergency acquisition of personal protective equipment, sanitiser etc. 

Government also responded through regulations. Public procurement processes are 

therefore often required to have an agile approach to satisfy the needs of their citizens.  

Intrinsically, public procurement administration is fast-paced, ever-changing and 

increasing as the need of the public increases and is operated primarily by human beings, 

as opposed to sophisticated operating systems or artificial intelligence.  As inaccessible 

as public procurement operations can be, its dealings do not surpass the scrutiny of 

bidders, taxpayers, politicians, the private sector, and other independent government 

institutions, who holds the government accountable for the wellbeing of the public and 

the prudent spending of public funds. Public administration has been marked as central 

for maladministration, corruption, and capture (National Treasury, 2015:1; Ambe and 

Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012a:438; Mantzaris, 2014:67; Bolton, 2016:26). There is also 

always the possibility that bidders will initiate litigation against a procuring entity if 

decisions are not made in their favour. For these reasons and more, Supply Chain 

Management (SCM) is constantly increasing regulation and audit controls, placing 
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pressure on procurement officials responsible for the implementation of the large scale of 

procurement regulation and policies - often described as strangulation or overregulation 

(Community Law Centre, 2008:2; South African Law Reform, 2019:43). Due to the 

complex nature of regulation,  and lack of knowledge, skills, capacity, officials bear the 

fate of being overburdened with procurement administration. 

This study explores administrative burden as a phenomenon and how it occurs within a 

public procurement environment, as well as the perceived costs thereof. Costs usually 

denote a monetary value of something tangible or intangible (Debitoor, s.a.). However, in 

the context of this study, the cost has a more symbolic meaning and refers to the intangible 

costs of public procurement (i.e., officials having to deal with being overregulated, 

outdated operational processes, under capacity etc.) – these costs are conceptualised as 

non-pecuniary costs, defined as something that is not measured in monetary value (Cantini 

Law - Droit, 2021: para 6). Administrative burdens are classified according to compliance, 

learning and psychological costs of officials within the procurement environment. These 

costs are identified in their experiences.  

The purpose of this study is to obtain a deeper understanding of administrative burdens, 

how and why it exists in the context of public administration.  

 Problem Statement 

While the concept of administrative burden is not new (Herd and Moynihan, 2018:32), it 

is a phenomenon that still warrants a deeper understanding in terms of why and how it is 

created, and its impact on organisational efficiency and effectiveness. The non-pecuniary 

costs often go easily unnoticed, its extent is difficult to quantify and justify, yet has grave 

consequences on organisational performance. 

The overarching aim is therefore to obtain a better understanding of the non-pecuniary 

costs of the administrative burdens through the experiences and narratives of public 

procurement (SCM) officials. 

 Research Question 

According to Lipsky (1980:xiii), to understand how and why [public] organisations 

sometimes perform contrary to their own rules and goals requires knowledge on how the 

rules are experienced by workers in the organisation,  the latitude workers have in acting 
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on their preferences, and the pressures they experience. The researcher, therefore, seeks 

to understand the perceived learning, compliance, and psychological costs of 

administrative burdens, as experienced by procurement officials at the DTPW. The study 

explores the influence of these costs at an individual level and at an organisational level, 

as well as how these burdens could be minimised Research Objectives 

a) To develop a conceptual framework linking individual non-pecuniary costs to the 

extent of the administrative burden, affecting the efficiency and effectiveness of 

procurement regulatory and policy implementation. 

b) To identify the perceived compliance costs of procurement officials when 

conducting procurement activities.  

c) To identify the perceived learning costs of procurement officials when conducting 

procurement activities. 

d) To identify the perceived psychological costs of procurement officials when 

conducting procurement activities. 

e) To identify ways in which to minimise the non-pecuniary costs of procurement 

administrative burdens on individuals and organisations, and thereby enhance 

efficiency and effectiveness of the public procurement function.  

 Significance of Study 

If you do not measure results, you cannot tell success from failure. If you cannot see 

success, you cannot reward it. If you cannot reward success, you are probably rewarding 

failure. If you cannot see success, you cannot learn from it. If you cannot recognise failure, 

you cannot correct it. If you can demonstrate results, you can win public support. Osborne 

and Gaebler (in Kusek and Rist 2004:11) 

Firstly, this study brings attention to the intangible and often unmeasurable factors that 

influence organisational and personnel performance. The study investigates the 

administrative burden through the experiences and views of the implementers of 

procurement policy. These implementers, who are often perceived incorrectly and 

misunderstood, provide a valuable perspective to understanding why procurement policy 

implementation is a huge challenge. This study also challenges the notion and expectation 

that an average procurement official can optimally implement procurement policy, 

without a fair understanding of their administrative challenges.  
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Regulation alone cannot reform procurement. Besides the importance of instilling 

institutional integrity (upholding ethical standards and moral values in an institution) in 

government organisations (OECD, 2016:11), procurement reform also requires a clear 

understanding of the operational obstacles that prohibit efficiency and ineffectiveness. 

Procurement officials are often blamed for non-adherence to proper processes and 

procedures (Kakwezi and Nyeko, 2019:172), however, the challenges to comply are often 

not raised. Secondly, insight into public procurement has been limited, lagging far behind 

the private sector in terms of research and accumulated knowledge. This paper particularly 

contributes to an untapped area of research, which is the administration of public 

procurement. According to Tasie (2012:37), this is particularly important for developing 

countries and he notes that administrative reforms are necessary to make administration a 

more appropriate instrument for carrying out social and economic policies and achieving 

the socio-economic goals of development. 

 Research Methodology 

This study is qualitative by nature and exploratory by purpose, which yielded rich in-depth 

and descriptive outcomes. The study was based on the officials’ experience with the 

administrative burdens of public procurement at DTPW. A semi-structured interview was 

conducted with nine SCM officials who were selected through purposive sampling.  

Being central to the study environment, an autoethnographic approach was adopted. The 

researcher used her position as an SCM official to document her observations and 

experiences as one of the data collection strategies in this study. 

Due to the nature of the qualitative design and methodology applied, the results cannot be 

generalised across all public institutions. However, the outcomes of this study open doors 

for further inquiry into future research projects. 

 Thesis Structure 

This study covers the following chapters. 

Chapter 1: Introduction   

Chapter 2: Procurement Regulatory Framework  

Chapter 3: Conceptual Framework 

Chapter 4: Research Methodology 

Chapter 5: Findings and Analysis  

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations 
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CHAPTER 2: PROCUREMENT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

 Overview 

Government administration is informed by regulation, and this provides the basis for 

understanding the starting point from where administrative burdens are borne. According 

to Herd and Moynihan (2018:24), administrative burdens are the product of administrative 

and political choice. They are constructed by people, i.e., policy makers and 

implementers. Peeters (2020:566) categorises the construction of administrative burdens 

according to their level of intentionality. He notes that administrative burdens are borne 

from deliberately hidden politics or unintended consequences. Peeters (2020:566) further 

suggests that administrative burdens are “firmly rooted in a political economy of deeply 

engrained structures and behavioural patterns in public administration.”  

Fourie and Malan (2020:1) state that most challenges faced by public entities in South 

Africa are attributed to the implementation of the procurement system, rather than to the 

system itself. This study however also argues, even though procurement challenges mostly 

arise during implementation, challenges are inherent to regulation from the onset - mainly 

due to its complex, fragmented, and dynamic nature (Quinot, 2020:2; Ambe and 

Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012b:11007). There is an important legal principle that states 

“ignorance of the law is no excuse” (Narasimham and Narasimham, 1971:75) - 

SCM/procurement officials are therefore required to undertake the task of acquainting 

themselves with the complexities of both the regulatory framework and structure of SCM.  

 The Complexity of the Regulatory Framework 

The concepts: legislation and regulation, are often used by various disciplines and bodies 

of scholarship that rarely interact. The questions about what legislation and regulation are, 

the similarities, differences, and possible overlap between them remain open, and as a 

result, little is known about the democratic consequences of the co-existence and 

intersection of legislation and regulation, as well as their consequences for policymaking 

(Kosti, Levi-Faur and Mor, 2020:170). While legislation can be relatively defined 

straightforwardly, there is a lack of shared understanding regarding what constitutes 

regulation (Kosti et al., 2020:170). According to Kosti et al., (2020:170), there is no way 

to distinguish between legislation and regulation. Kosti et al. (2020:170), further states 

that the terms legislation and regulation are often utilised in three ways.  
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The first case makes a distinct differentiation between legislation and regulation. In this 

instance, legislation is made by legislatures, while regulation is made by the executive 

branch (Kosti et al., 2020:170). With this understanding, legislation and regulation are 

two separate concepts that maintain a clear division of labour: while legislation sets out 

the principles of public policy, regulation implements these principles, bringing 

legislation into effect (Kosti et al., 2020:170).  

The second perspective is that legislation is a subset of the regulation (Kosti et al., 

2020:171). Here, Kosti et al. (2020:171) note that the boundaries between legislation and 

regulation are not as distinct. From a governance perspective, legislation being a subset 

of regulation means that regulation can be made through any means, of which one is 

legislation. Therefore, informal rules and norms, and regulatory mechanisms are as 

important as formal rules (Kosti et al., 2020:172).  

In the third case, from a general theory perspective of legislation, regulation can be a 

subset of legislation, and this means that legislation has many functions, of which one is 

regulation. In this case, the emphasis is on the formality of regulatory mechanisms.  

In South Africa’s legal domain, regulation is a subset of legislation. The general 

application of the term, legislation, regulation and even policy is often confused and used 

interchangeably since all three are purposed to regulate human behaviour. For this study, 

however, the regulatory framework denotes the entire procurement legal system as 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 2.1:Regulatory Framework 

Regulatory 
Framework

Constitution Legislation Acts/Bills

Secondary 
Regulation

Regulation

Proclamations

Circulars, 
Practice Notes & 

Instructions

Government 
Notices
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Furthermore, procurement regulation is supported by national and provincial government 

instructions and policies aimed to guide procurement officials on regulatory 

implementation. Procuring organisations often further refine NT and PT instructions and 

policies to the context of the organisation.  

These guides could also present further complications with the interpretation and 

implementation of the regulation. It is therefore crucial that Accounting Officers ensure 

the diligence and proper maintenance of internal policies and instructions to not 

contravene the higher-order regulations. Although many might confuse these concepts 

(the compliance, learning and psychological costs), they can overlap, but also be unique 

as each one comes with effective advocacy strategies that public officials can utilise so 

that it stays relevant to the process. One must however become civic-minded to recognise 

their nuances. 

Besides the constitution, Quinot (2014a:10-12) notes that there are 23 distinct pieces of 

legislation related to public procurement. The scope of this study does not allow for the 

discussion of all 23. The discussion will therefore only include key legislation applying 

to the overall context of the study.   

 Primary Regulation 

 The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 

In 1996, public procurement in South Africa was afforded constitutional status (Bolton, 

2006:193). Since the Constitution is a supreme law, all public sector powers, legislation, 

and regulation flows primarily from it. The apex of procurement legislation is found in 

Section 217 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996) and reads as 

follows (South Africa, 1996:132): 

(1) When an organ of state in the national, provincial, or local sphere of government, or 

any other institution identified in national legislation, contracts for goods or services, it 

must do so in accordance with a system which is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive 

and cost-effective  

(2) Subsection (1) does not prevent the organs of state or institutions referred to in that 

subsection from implementing a procurement policy providing for— (a) categories of 

preference in the allocation of contracts; and (b) the protection or advancement of persons, 

or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination. 
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(3) National legislation must prescribe a framework within which the policy referred to in 

subsection (2) must be implemented.  

To give effect to Section 217, the National Legislature has enacted the Preferential 

Procurement Policy Framework Act (5 of 2000) (PPPFA) along with several other 

regulations to give effect to these constitutional principles (Quinot 2011:194; Bolton, 

2008:783).  

Section 217 of the Constitution laid its foundation on the principles of good governance 

(de la Harpe and Roos, 2008:42), defined by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 

and Development (OECD) (in de la Harpe and Roose, 2008:6) as:  

Respect for the rule of law, openness, transparency, and accountability to democratic 

institutions; fairness and equity in dealings with citizens, including mechanisms for 

consultation and participation; efficient, effective services; clear, transparent, and 

applicable laws and regulations; consistency and coherence in policy formation; and high 

standards of ethical behaviour.  

Section 217 of the Constitution requires that “when an organ of state contracts for goods 

and services, it must do so in accordance with principles of fairness, equitability, 

transparency, competitiveness, and cost-effectiveness.” (South Africa, 1996) 

Fairness and equitability are concerned with how a procurement process is conducted and 

requires that it is procedurally fair. By this principle, prospective bidders are given the 

same information and opportunity to compete for at least 80-90 percent of the price value 

while the remaining 20 to 10 percent is reserved for preferential treatment (Bolton, 

2006:207). The ZAR 80/20 preference point ratio is reserved for the acquisition of goods 

or services for a Rand value equal to or above ZAR 30 000 and up to ZAR 50 million, 

while the 90/20 is reserved for goods and services above ZAR 50 million.  

Transparency requires openness and accountability. This means that the procurement 

process must be treated as a public process and not behind closed doors. It means 

procurement information must be generally available, procurement rules and practices 

should be standardised and made known, and information regarding government contracts 

and their award should be accessible. Greater transparency in SCM processes is a 

powerful democratic and accountability tool, however, opens the state up to more 

litigation opportunities. To increase transparency necessitates an immaculate procurement 

process and objective directives of procedural actions and decisions. 
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Competitiveness and cost-effectiveness primarily revolve around cost. An organ of state 

must, while considering the other principles, procure goods and services at the lowest 

possible cost while attaining value for money. According to Ajam (2016:216), value for 

money, rather than the lowest price, became an essential test against which departments 

would have to justify their procurement outcome. In practice, value for money does not 

necessarily equate to the lowest priced good or service - Nkwanyana (2018:36), it is rather 

how well the lowest cost item can satisfy the user requirements. Fourie and Malan 

(2020:6) point out that for the best value for money to be achieved, the use of price as a 

single indicator is unreliable. Public entities cannot automatically justify the best value 

for money based on acceptance of the lowest price offer, as often prescribed (National 

Treasury, 2004:2). Fourie and Malan indicate that achieving the best value for money 

refers to the “best available outcome when all applicable costs and benefits over the 

procurement cycle have been taken into consideration”. According to Mazibuko and 

Fourie (2017:12)  value for money can only be achieved by employing an effectively 

managed, carefully planned and well-executed procurement process.  

In procurement practice, there is undoubtedly often contention between these principles – 

none of them can be applied in equal parts – and in many ways, the effectiveness of one 

principle forgoes the effectiveness of another (Bolton 2006:199). For example, an 

enterprise of previously disadvantaged individuals will have a competitive advantage over 

similar enterprises, which could compromise value for money considering that value for 

money is not always the lowest priced good or service. This is one example of how PPPFA 

and its associated regulations can become complex to implement correctly, and 

procurement officials are not always adequately trained in its application (Ajam, 

2016:215).     

 Public Finance Management Act 1 of 1999 

While Section 217 of the Constitution prescribes the principles as a basis in which the 

state implements public procurement, the Public Finance Management Act (1 of 1999) 

(PFMA) regulates financial management for both National and Provincial governments. 

The objective of the PMFA is to promote good governance, modernise financial 

management and enhance accountability. Procurement reform is embedded in Section 76 

(4) (c) of the PFMA, which nearly mirrors Section 217 of the Constitution (1996) in that 

it empowers the Accounting Officer [AO] of a public organisation to establish and 

maintain an appropriate procurement and provisioning system which is fair, equitable, 
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transparent, competitive, and cost-effective. In most instances, AO delegates the 

management of this task to the Chief Financial Officer (CFO), who is also mandated to 

ensure, inter alia, the upholding of procurement principles. Without limiting the right of 

the accounting officer to assign specific responsibilities, the general responsibility of the 

CFO is to assist the accounting officer in discharging the duties prescribed in Part 2 of 

Chapter 5 of the PFMA (South Africa, 1999).  

The PFMA further requires accounting officers to exercise all reasonable care to prevent 

and detect unauthorised, irregular, fruitless, and wasteful expenditure. According to the 

Act, AOs must implement effective, efficient, and transparent processes of financial and 

risk management, and track expenditure and expenditure commitments against the vote 

afforded. In addition, monthly and annual reporting requirements are stipulated, and 

disciplinary sanctions prescribed should these provisions not be satisfied. Accounting 

Officers remain accountable through periodical and ad-hoc reporting. For this reason, they 

are required to emphasize data collection and record-keeping strategies. However, doing 

this from the top down (the very flaw of a bureaucracy) remains challenging.  

The PFMA defines unauthorised expenditure as either overspending of a vote or a main 

division within a vote, or expenditure that is not in accordance with the purpose of a vote 

or a main division (South Africa, 1999). Accounting officers must implement appropriate 

mechanisms to prevent such spending. Expenditure for a public purpose that is not in line 

with government policy is also unauthorised, as is any transfer not made in terms of the 

Division of Revenue Act or appropriation Act. Unauthorised expenditure is recovered in 

terms of the prescribed procedures, disciplinary action can still be taken against the 

accounting officer or any other official in terms of the PFMA (South Africa, 1999).  

Irregular expenditure refers to expenditure, other than unauthorised expenditure, incurred 

in contravention of, or not in accordance with a legislative requirement, including the 

PFMA (South Africa, 1999). The AGSA has reported that most material irregularities 

reported in the 2019/2020 financial year were due to non-compliance in procurement 

processes as well as appointed suppliers not delivering on their obligations (AGSA, 

2021c).   

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure is expenditure made in vain, which could have been 

avoided had reasonable care been exercised.  
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Unauthorised, irregular, or fruitless and wasteful expenditure, upon discovery, must be 

immediately reported to the accounting officer, who must disclose it in the monthly report 

to their respective treasuries. Where appropriate, the accounting officer must instigate 

disciplinary steps and attempt to recover resulting losses or damages in accordance with 

the Regulations.  

Section 45 of the PFMA (1 of 1999) lays out the responsibilities of all other officials as 

follows:  

(a) An official must ensure that the system of financial management and internal control 

established for the department, is carried out within the area of responsibility of that 

official; (b) is responsible for the effective, efficient, economical, and transparent use of 

financial and other resources within that official's area of responsibility; (c) must take 

effective and appropriate steps to prevent, within that official's area of responsibility, any 

unauthorised expenditure, irregular expenditure and fruitless and wasteful expenditure 

and any under-collection of revenue due (South Africa, 1999). 

Procurement Officials are required to conduct themselves ethically in their daily 

procurement practices and decision making. Ethics is the study of moral judgement, and 

right and wrong conduct (Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012:257). According to Ambe 

(2017:367), all government staff involved in procurement, particularly those dealing with 

suppliers, are required to recognise and deal with conflict of interest or the potential 

thereof; deal with suppliers even-handedly; may not accept gifts (according to SCM 

regulation) and promote the elimination of fraud and corruption.  

 Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act 5 of 2000 

Section 217(3) of the Constitution requires that national legislation prescribe a framework 

within which the preferential procurement policy must be implemented (South Africa, 

1996). The Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act (5 of 2000) (PPPFA) was 

promulgated in response to this constitutional imperative. All organs of state; national, 

provincial, municipalities and state-owned enterprises are required to implement this 

framework. This reform introduced a uniformed implementation approach to the 

preferential policy.  

In South Africa, preferential procurement occurs in line with the Broad-Based Black 

Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE). The B-BBEE adds to the compliance requirements 

of a procurement processes to be followed by contracting authorities, including rules 
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relating to advertising, award criteria, standard contract documents, adjudication, and 

award procedures (Quinot, 2011:194).  

This is intended to have an empowering effect on the South African economy by focusing 

primarily on demographic and structural transformation (Fourie and Malan, 2020:2). 

Beyond advancing social objectives, “public procurement in South Africa is also geared 

towards generating employment opportunities and boosting local manufacturing capacity, 

among other green and inclusive growth priorities” (Fourie and Malan, 2020:2).  

 Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act 53 of 2003 

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) or BEE has been introduced as 

a policy by the South African government to improve economic transformation by 

boosting the economic participation of black South Africans. B-BBEE is a legally 

permissible preferential application for most public procurement processes. Bidders who 

wish to submit a tender and claim preference points must adhere to administrative 

applications of their business classification. Preference points are generally allocated on 

a 90:10 or 80:20 ratio, depending on the value threshold of a bid. Procurement Officials 

are required to acquaint themselves with the administrative requirements of a bid 

application where B-BBEE is applied to ensure compliance with the B-BBEE 

requirements.  

Implementation of the B-BBEE is known to be complex (extraordinary complexity of the 

scorecard, verification of bidder details, evaluation etc) and this complexity makes it 

difficult for many ordinary officials to understand the process, and by extension to support 

and implement it. Additionally, the complex reporting requirements and calculations add 

to the administrative burden of compliance. 

 The Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000 

The right of access to information is a constitutional right and is given effect by the 

Promotion of Access to Information Act (Act 2 of 2000) (PAIA). The PAIA was 

established to promote the right of access to information and to promote transparency and 

accountability within the public sector to realise South Africa’s goals of an open and 

participatory democracy more fully (Human Rights Commission, 2021:6). Moreover, this 

right includes determining whether the rights of interested parties have been infringed. 

Therefore, public officials must undertake every step in the procurement process with this 

Act in mind. Compliance with PAIA has an impact on the administrative burden as every 
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precaution needs to be taken to ensure sound administration and availability of evidence 

to confidently provide access to information. The premise of this Act is that information 

needs to exist for access to be given. Documenting decisions and keeping audit trails is 

very important which increases the administrative burdens.   

 The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 

Access to information is one of the keys to democracy. Allowing people to seek and 

receive public documents serves as a critical tool for fighting corruption, enabling citizens 

to fully participate in public life, making governments more efficient, encouraging 

investment, and helping persons exercise their fundamental human rights (Carter Centre, 

2021:11). Procurement decisions are administrative actions. This means that all 

procurement decision making in South Africa sits squarely with administrative law and 

administrative justice (Quinot, 2014a:42). That means that Section 33 of PAJA is fully 

applicable to the whole procurement process and the process is subject to administrative 

law which warrants close attention to administrative detail and getting it right.  

The question arises as to why SCM Officials should concern themselves with stakeholders 

exercising their rights to administrative justice. Besides the aspect of litigation, the key 

interest of the AGSA is on irregular expenditure. Irregularities are often unlawful 

deviations from policy (i.e., noncompliance), and bidders who feel disadvantaged can seek 

legal recourse which has implications for the department. One legislative instrument they 

can use is PAJA. Other laws like PAIA also foster transparency of procurement 

outcomes.Bolton (2008:873) asserts that the general rules of constitutional and 

administrative law have an application to public procurement in South Africa. The courts 

have held that the solicitation, evaluation, and award of public tenders’ amount to 

administrative action within the meaning of the Constitution and the PAJA. Unsuccessful 

or aggrieved bidders also have locus standi to challenge procurement decisions through 

an application for judicial review (Quinot, 2011:201). Procurement decisions can be 

challenged on the grounds of lawfulness, reasonableness, and procedural fairness. 

Unsuccessful or aggrieved bidders also can challenge procurement decisions based on the 

reasons given for such decisions (Quinot, 2011:195). 

 Construction Infrastructure Development Board Act 38 of 2000 

The Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) was established by the 

government to promote a uniform application of policy to the construction industry. 
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Construction and infrastructure procurement is highly complex and therefore regulated by 

the CIDBA (38 of 2000) and its subsequent regulations. The CIDBA and its subsequent 

regulations are also aligned to the broader legislative and regulatory framework for 

procurement in the public sector including the Constitution, PFMA, PPPFA, B-BBEEA 

and National Treasury Regulations (CIDB, 2021). The CIDB is further supported by the 

Infrastructure Delivery Management System (IDMS) is a Government Management 

System for planning, budgeting, procurement, delivery, maintenance, operation, 

monitoring, and evaluation of infrastructure (National Treasury, 2012:3). The IDMS 

comprises a set of interrelated or interacting elements that establish processes that 

transform inputs into outputs. Both CIDBA and IDMS are incorporated in each step of 

the SCM process when procurement is related to capital works. Capital acquisition is an 

integral part of government procurement, (National Treasury, 2015:28), being a key driver 

for creating employment opportunities.  

In conclusion to this section, obtaining a holistic view of the public procurement 

environment, one must not only understand the hierarchy of the regulatory framework that 

governs it, but also the structure of SCM and where procurement fits in the greater scheme 

of things. 

 Secondary Regulation 

What could arguably be of equal importance to primary regulation is secondary regulation 

consisting of dozens of pieces of subordinate legislation dealing with aspects of 

procurement ranging from traditional regulations to instructions, practice notes and 

circulars (National Treasury, s.a) all with varying levels of statutory authority (Quinot, 

2020:4). Ajam (2016:218) notes that despite the fundamental importance of the PFMA to 

SCM, it bears little reference to SCM, in comparison to budget and governance functions. 

This proliferation of regulation has unfortunately made it anything but convenient for 

SCM officials to keep updated with or navigate their way through SCM regulation 

(particularly secondary regulation), which naturally leads to some degree of confusion 

especially with identifying what is relevant and what is not (Ajam, 2016:218).  As shown 

in Table 1, at the time of this study, National Treasury has already published 46 SCM 

specific circulars between the years 2017 and 2022 (OCPO, s.a). 
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Financial Year Instruction Notes 

2021/2022 1. Designated Sectors Circular No 1 of 2021-2022 - Cement 

2. Amendment to PFMA SCM Instruction No. 02 of 2021/22 - Procurement 

Thresholds and processes 

3. SCM Instruction No. 02 of 2021/22 - Procurement thresholds and 

processes 

4. SCM Instruction No. 01 of 2021/22 - Departure from the advertisement of 

tenders on GTB and E-Tenders 

2020/2021 5. NT Instruction No. 11 of 2020/21 - 1st Amendment (Reporting Dates) 13 

12 2022 

6. 118kb 

7. NT Instruction No. 11 of 2020/21 - Procurement in response to Covid-19 

and repeal of Instruction No. 5 (Updated 2021/05/10) 

8. (6,839kb) 

9. NT Instruction No. 12 of 2020/21 - Departure from advertising bids and 

awards on GTB (24 02 2021) 

10. 383kb 

11. NT Instruction No. 03 of 2020/21 - COVID-19 Disaster Management 

Central Emergency Procurement Strategy 

12. (7,430kb) 

13. NT Instruction No. 05 of 2020/21 - 2nd Amendment – Update of Prices 

and Suppliers Lists (Updated 3 July 2020) 

14. NT Instruction No. 05 of 2020/21 - Amended on 20 May 2020 

(ERRATUM) 

15. NT Instruction No 05 of 2020/21 - 1st Amendment - Emergency 

procurement in response to the National State of Disaster 

16. NT Instruction No 05 of 2020/21 - Emergency procurement in response to 

National State of Disaster (Updated 2020-05-04) 

2019/2020 17. NT Instruction No. 08 of 2019/20 - Emergency Procurement as a Result of 

Covid-19 

18. NT Instruction No. 3A of 2019/20 - Amendment of National Treasury 

Instruction No. 3 of 2019/2020 

19. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 02 of 2019/20 - Bulk 

Material Handling 

20. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 03 of 2019/20 - Steel 

Conveyance Pipes 

21. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 04 of 2019/20 - Air 

Insulated MV Switchgear 
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22. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 05 of 2019/20 - 

Industrial Lead Acid Batteries 

23. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 06 of 2019/20 - 

Canned or Processed Vegetables 

24. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 07 of 2019/20 - 

Furniture Products 

25. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 08 of 2019/20 - Bus 

Sector 

26. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 09 of 2019/20 - Set 

Top Boxes Sector 

27. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 10 of 2019/20 - 

Electrical Cable Products 

28. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 11 of 2019/20 - 

Preferential Procurement Regulations 

29. National Treasury Circular No. 01 of 2019/20 - Invitation and evaluation 

of bids based on a stipulated minimum threshold for local production and 

content for Plastic Pipes 

30. NT Instruction No. 03 of 2019/20 - Framework for Infrastructure Delivery 

and Procurement Management 

31. NT Instruction No. 03 of 2019/20 - Annexure A - Framework for 

infrastructure delivery and procurement management 

32. NT Instruction No. 01 of 2019/20 - Repeal of National Treasury SCM 

Instruction No 5 of 2016/17 dealing with payment due to 

suppliers/creditors within 30 days 

2018/2019 33. Circular No. 01 of 2018/19 – Invitation and evaluation of bids based on a 

stipulated minimum threshold for local production and content for working 

vessels (Boats) 

2017/2018 34. Withdrawal of Erratum to Instruction Note 3 of 2017/2018 for Cost 

Containment Measures on Expenses Related to Cellular Phone Services 

(Device, Voice Minutes, Data and Short Message Service (SMS) 

35. NT Instruction No. 03 of 2017/18 - (Erratum) 

36. NT Instruction No. 04 of 2017/18 - Revised Cost Containment Measures 

Related to Travel and Subsistence (Addendum) - Revised Maximum 

Allowable Rates for Domestic Accommodation and Meals 

37. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 03 of 2017/18 - Pumps, 

Medium Voltage (Mv) Motors and Associated Accessories 

38. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 02 of 2017/18 – 

Invitation and evaluation of bids based on a stipulated minimum threshold 

for local production and content for rail permanent way sector 
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39. NT Instruction No. 01 of 2017/18 - Travel Project Transitional Period 

Extension up to 30 Sep 2017 

40. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 01 of 2017/18 - 

Residential Electricity and Water Meters 

41. NT Instruction No. 02 of 2017/18 - National Travel Policy Framework 

42. NT Instruction No. 02 of 2017/18 - Annexure A National Travel Policy 

Framework 

43. NT Instruction No. 04 of 2017-18 - Annexures 

44. National Treasury Designated Sectors Circular No. 4 of 2017/18 - 

Invitation and Evaluation of Bids Based on A Stipulated Minimum 

Threshold for Local Production and Content for Large Bore Spiral 

Submerged Arc Welded Steel Conveyance Pipes: 500mm to 350 

45. NT Instruction No. 04 of 2017/18 - Cost Containment Measures related to 

Travel and Subsistence 

46. NT Instruction No. 09 of 2017/18 - Tax compliance status verification 

Table 1: National Treasury Instruction Notes 2017-2022 

A secondary regulation to the PPPFA is the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework 

Regulations which describe the preferential points system for evaluating tenders (Hanks 

et al., in Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012:447).  Certain provinces have developed their 

own preferential procurement regulations and practice notes, or they have integrated these 

into their SCM or procurement policies (Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012:447). While 

these policies are aligned with the PPPFA, different government provinces have tailored 

them to suit the socioeconomic environment of their province. 

National Treasury Instruction notes (NTIs) and Provincial Treasury Instruction notes 

(PTIs) are significantly important policy instruments that ensure that government 

minimum SCM requirements are achieved which is often also followed by an array of 

provincial and even interdepartmental circulars and practice notes that help to ensure that 

the implementation of these regulations is conducted as intended and to ensure regulatory 

compliance (OCPO, s.a). What further complicates compliance, is that SCM officials are 

to consistently ensure that they are utilising the correct governance and compliance 

documents and templates to ensure that compliance with these regulations and policies 

are recorded and reported (OCPO, s.a).  

With this extreme level of fragmentation, Quinot (2020:5) advises that one of the most 

important objectives of procurement-law reform should be to consolidate regulation into 

one single coded source. 
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 Case Law 

In public sector procurement, all the answers to procurement decisions, particularly the 

discretionary ones, are not always guided by available procurement-related statutes. 

Furthermore, procurement regulation does not cover every aspect or scenario of public 

procurement. For this reason, and inter alia, case law, forms an integral part of our legal 

system. Case law, also known as the law of precedent, is documented law reports of 

judicial decisions that follow a system of judicial precedence. This means that lower 

courts (such as the magistrate court) are bound by the decisions of higher courts (such as 

the High Court, or even higher, the Supreme Court of Appeal) (Kleyn and Viljoen 

2010:59). Furthermore, a court is also bound by its own previous decisions (i.e., the 

precedent it set for itself), unless legally proven otherwise (Kleyn and Viljoen 2010:59).  

In public procurement, case law brings fairly high levels of statutory instruments, such as 

regulations and instructions to practical scenarios. If one is only to consider statutory law, 

a significant part of the law will be missed. Furthermore, case law can provide answers to 

questions that have variations in responses. Case law could also shape regulation.  One 

example is the effect of the judgment in Sizabonke Civils CC t/a Pilcon Projects v 

Zululand District Municipality and Others (2011) had on procurement practice which 

resulted in an immediate and significant change in the adjudication of tenders and 

eventually a change in the Preferential Procurement Regulations under the PPPFA 

(Quinot, 2014b:1119).   The court held that the provisions in the PPPFA Regulations of 

2001, which allowed organs of state to incorporate functionality criteria in the price 

component of the points system (90 or 80) are ultra vires (acting beyond one’s legal 

power) the enabling legislation, i.e., the PPPFA. The court confirmed that functionality 

criteria should not form part of the points system in terms of which points must be awarded 

only for price and preference criteria which proves how valuable case law is in the 

interpretation of the regulation as it is intended.  

Quinot (2014a:9),  stated that the Supreme Court of Appeal noted that cases concerning 

public tenders are coming before the courts in disturbing frequency. In the judgement of 

Moseme Road Construction CC and Other v King Civil Engineering Contractors (Pty) 

Ltd and Another, the court stated (Quinot, 2014a:10)  

This appeal concerns the award of a government tender. These awards often give rise to 

public concern, and they are a fruitful source of litigation. Courts (including this court) 
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are swamped with unsuccessful tenderers that seek to have the award of contracts set aside 

and for the contracts to be awarded to them. The grounds on which these applications are 

based are many. Sometimes the award has been tainted with fraud or corruption, but more 

often it is the result of negligence or incompetence or the failure to comply with one of 

the myriad rules and regulations that apply to tenders. 

Whether SCM managers and practitioners consider case law in public procurement 

evaluations and deliberations, or whether it is common practice to quote case law to justify 

procurement decisions are yet to be answered through a further investigation, which 

unfortunately does not form part of the scope of this study. 

 Procurement Function: A subset of SCM 

Procurement is often used synonymously with supply chain management.  Although 

procurement forms a large part thereof, the two concepts are unique. SCM is a cycle 

comprising of different yet interlinked processes of which procurement is one (National 

Treasury, 2004:3).  

In modern South Africa, public procurement is a functional tool consisting of processes 

with numerous regulatory and administrative requirements. Over the past decades, public 

procurement has evolved in both scope and function. This is probably why Bolton 

(2008:785) advised that public procurement should be given a broad meaning, as it 

involves so many aspects for the organisation to achieve its goals.  

Bolton (2008:783) states that public procurement involves both acquisition of goods or 

services, and the selling and lending of assets. Arrowsmith (2010:1) states that public 

procurement includes procurement planning, contract placement and administration, but 

can arguably include more. According to Prier and McCue (2009: 329) in Trammell, 

Abutabenjeh and Dimand (2019:656), public procurement can be defined as the 

“designated legal authority to advise, plan, obtain, deliver, and evaluate a government’s 

expenditure on goods and services that are used to fulfil stated objectives, obligations, and 

activities in pursuant of desired policy outcomes”. Harink (in Patrucco, Luzzini, Ronchi, 

Essig, Amann and Glas (2017:2), states that public procurement is more than just a process 

- it is purposeful in that it is a powerful tool to increase government efficiency, decrease 

public expenditure and foster economies. Its design includes components such as the 

strategy and policy of the organisation, methods and procedures, personnel and 

organisation, and information.  
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In modern-day South Africa, the role and focus of public procurement evolved from a 

predominantly clerical and administrative process to a series of processes built around 

efficiency, transparency, and accountability in the use of public resources (Fourie and 

Malan, 2020:3).  In the South African public sector, the primary objective of public 

procurement is to acquire goods, services and works through a procurement system that 

is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive, and cost-effective, and, as a secondary 

objective, public procurement is used as a tool to achieve social and economic upliftment 

of historically disadvantaged people or groups. It is also used to promote industrial and 

environmental policies (Fourie and Malan, 2020:2).  Accordingly, public procurement, as 

a major part of the South African economy and public spending, can be regarded as a key 

indicator of government efficiency and effectiveness (Fourie and Malan, 2020:2).  

 The SCM Model   

The Policy Strategy Guide to Uniformity in Procurement Reform Process in Government 

(hereafter, for this chapter only, referred to as the ‘Policy’) published by National Treasury 

in 2003, prescribed a model for an integrated SCM system, requiring value to be added to 

every part of the SCM process. As a minimum requirement, this model prescribes the 

elements depicted in Figure 2 below (National Treasury, 2003:20) to be implemented in 

all Schedule 3A and 3C public entities, including national and provincial departments 

(National Treasury, 2003:7). The combination of these elements into a single procurement 

system is meant to address inefficiencies in government procurement and provisioning 

processes. The definition of each element will be briefly discussed. 

 

Figure 2.2: SCM Model 
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 Demand Management Process 

In terms of this model, the first element, namely, demand management, is the initial phase 

of the acquisition process and the first phase of the SCM cycle. It involves the 

identification of needs by end-users and ensures that the right commodity is procured at 

the right quantities, standards, and value for money. This process also intends to link the 

requirement to the budget in such a way that the procuring entity stays aligned with 

institutional goals. This is a cross-functional exercise that brings the supply chain official 

closer to the end-user (National Treasury, 2003:10). This phase is particularly important 

to ensure that minimal wastage is attained with the acquisition of the commodity. The 

demand management process requires that a Bid Specification Committee (established by 

the AO in terms of the National Treasury Regulations) deliberates and ratifies the final 

specifications/scope of goods and service, or works for infrastructure-related 

procurement, in preparation of the next phase of the SCM cycle.  

 Acquisition and Contract Management  

The procurement function and the strategy of how the market is to be approached is 

determined in the acquisition management phase of the SCM cycle (National Treasury 

2003:11). Several procurement methods exist, and any one can be applied according to 

the monetary procurement threshold established by National Treasury. At the time of 

conducting this study, the following thresholds were in effect (SCM Instruction No. 02 of 

2021/22) (National Treasury, 2021). 

a) The petty cash method could be applied for expenditure up to the value of ZAR 2000. 

b) Threshold values between ZAR 2001 and ZAR 1 000 000 could be obtained via 

written price quotations which have recently been revised upwards from ZAR 2001 

to ZAR 500 000. 

The DTPW internal SCM policy divides this threshold further into two parts namely: 

• ZAR 2001 – ZAR 10 000 (classified as an informal quotation or 

procurement method) 

• ZAR 10 001 – ZAR 1 000 000 (classified as formal quotation or  

procurement method) 

c) Threshold value above ZAR 1000 000 must be invited through a competitive 

bidding process. This has recently changed from the previous threshold value of 

ZAR 500 001 and more. 
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The bidding process primarily consists of five main stages. Each of these stages is 

governed by a standard set of regulations and, as well as guidelines from the 

National Treasury. Although the details of the implementation of these processes 

are different across different provinces and departments, they are all mandated by 

the same regulations and guidelines (National Treasury, 2004:32). 

i. compiling the bid documents (bid specifications, tender and contract 

conditions);  

ii. inviting the bids (advertising on relevant tender portals); 

iii. receiving the bids (performing a prescribed ceremony at the closing of 

tender and pronouncing offers during the tender opening);  

iv. evaluating the bids; and  

v. awarding the contract.  

Other methods include: 

d) Obtaining goods and services through a transversal contract. Transversal contracts 

are those contracts facilitated by the National or Provincial Treasury (National 

Treasury, 2003:29).  

e) Obtaining goods and services through other organs of state. Under certain 

circumstances and certain provisions, departments are permitted to piggyback on 

the contracts of other organs of state (National Treasury, 2003:3). 

Under certain provisions, public entities can deviate from the default procurement 

methods listed above: 

f) Public entities may procure goods or services through a limited bidding process. The 

premise of a limited bid (at the time this study was conducted) is based on five 

criteria on which suppliers are selected to participate in the bidding process.  This 

method should be treated as an exception method and not the rule, as this imposes a 

limitation on the provision of competitiveness (National Treasury, 2003:32).  

g) A public entity may in cases of emergency, depart from default procurement 

methods and may obtain goods or services through quotations as an emergency 

procurement strategy. The premise of applying this process is when time is of the 

essence and utilising time to apply the default procurement method will have a 

detrimental impact on the end-user or public (National Treasury, 2003:31). 
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 Logistics Management 

Once goods or services are procured and awarded, the next phase to follow is Logistics 

Management (National Treasury, 2003:86). According to Hugo and Badenhorst-Weiss  

(2017), logistics is the process of strategically managing the acquisition, movement and 

storage of materials. This also includes, inter alia, checking inventory and stock levels, 

ensuring adequate storage, distribution and management of supplier performance in terms 

of the service level agreement.  

  Disposal Management 

Once the procured goods are of no economic use or are rendered obsolete, they are 

disposed of in the disposal management phase (National Treasury, 2003:89). Disposal is 

the final process when a public entity needs to do away with unserviceable, redundant, or 

obsolete movable assets. The accounting officer or delegated authority appoints a 

committee to deal with disposals, to make recommendations regarding the disposal of 

moveable and immoveable assets (National Treasury, 2003:89).  

 Challenges with Regulatory Compliance 

It has been three decades since the commencement of public procurement reform in South 

Africa, yet there has been little progress in overcoming regulatory, systematic, and internal 

control issues. The AGSA reported on country-wide challenges over the past five years - 

poor SCM practices remains a major concern (AGSA, 2021a:5; AGSA, 2019:9; AGSA, 

2018:12, AGSA, 2017:8, AGSA, 2016:5). 

Public procurement is estimated at a large 20 percent of South Africa’s Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) - about ZAR 926 billion in 2018. However, regulatory compliance in 

procurement is still deteriorating, and corruption is increasing, despite the government’s 

efforts to improve matters (AGSA, 2021a:48; Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012a:438; 

Fourie and Malan, 2020:16). An amount this significant is why it is gravely important to 

focus attention on the increasing non-compliance that persists in procuring entities. 

According to Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss (2012b:11010), one of the major procurement 

contraventions is non-compliance with SCM regulations and policy. In a case study with 

13 government departments, they found that there was a lack of understanding of the 

concept and structure of SCM among officials. They further noted that resource wastage 

is due to inefficient and ineffective procurement structures, policies, and procedures, as 
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well as failure to impose sanctions for violation of procurement rules thus resulting in 

poor service delivery. Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss (2012c:249) noted that internal 

organisational challenges are often characterised by: 

a) A lack of appropriate knowledge, skills, and capacity  

b) Inadequate planning and the linking of demand to the budget  

c) Inadequate monitoring and evaluation of SCM  

d) Accountability, fraud, and corruption 

e) Unethical behaviour  

f) Excessive decentralisation of the procurement system 

According to the 2019/2020 financial year’s AGSA report, irregular expenditure 

amounted to an alarming ZAR 54.34 billion, unauthorised expenditure amounted to ZAR 

18,12 billion, and fruitless and wasteful expenditure increased to ZAR 2,39 billion. 

According to the AG, non-compliance with SCM legislation is largely the cause of 

irregularities due to a combination of procedural issues (AGSA, 2021a:10).  

More recently, in a report on Covid-19 expenditure, Tsakani Maluleke (the Auditor-

General) noted in a press release, “while the government had to react quickly and 

decisively with the uncertainties of the covid-19 pandemic, the response should have been 

managed better”. According to the AGSA Report, Covid-19 expenditure highlighted those 

irregularities were primarily due to poor internal controls and systems and indicated 

potential fraud (AGSA, 2021b:1). In many instances, the competitive processes were not 

followed, resulting in the contract being awarded to suppliers without the proper 

motivation or approval for such deviations (AGSA, 2021b:9). 

Some issues highlighted in the Covid-19 Report (AGSA, 2020b:14) regarding the 

procurement of PPE: 

a) Local Content requirements were not consistently applied in all PPE procurement 

processes. 

b) Ensuring that suppliers’ tax compliance is in order was too often neglected. 

c) There were regulatory inconsistencies. While some bidders were disqualified based 

on non-compliance, such as tax clearance certificates, declarations of interest, 

registrations as companies and small businesses, or on their status as local producers, 

others were not (AGSA, 2021b:10). 
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d) In various instances, contracts were awarded to businesses that do not have a trading 

history in supplying PPE. The AG’s concern was the risk in the ability of such 

businesses to deliver on the PPE contracts (AGSA, 2021b:11). 

Another major concern for the South African government is that public procurement is 

highly vulnerable to fraud and corruption (Mantzaris, 2014:67)  The issue of corruption 

in public procurement has become increasingly concerning over the past few decades, 

following headlines such as State Capture and the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into to 

State Capture. One of the main aims of the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into State 

Capture was to investigate the workings of public procurement in South Africa following 

a widespread concern that the procurement system is rife with fraud and corruption 

(Judicial Commission of Inquiry, 2022). Key findings of the investigation indicate that 

the procurement system is highly vulnerable to abuse, including; the abuse of the 

preferential procurement system and frivolous procurement deviation practices. 

Furthermore, the Judicial Commission indicated that patterns of abuse are evident at every 

stage of procurement. According to the Judicial Commission, the intractable problem with 

public procurement lies in the legislative design i.e, difficulties interpreting and 

understanding legislation, as well as the competence of procurement officials. Another 

intractable problem in procurement is the systemic weaknesses, i.e., the absence of proper 

monitoring, control and consequences (i.e., remedial action for noncompliance). 

As illustrated by the findings of the Judicial Commission of Inquiry (2022) these high 

profile scandals paint a picture of SCM officials being incompetent at best, and complicit 

and corrupt at worst. This increases the pressure on SCM officials with integrity and hence 

their non-pecuniary costs. What could potentially be seen as a psychological cost, is the 

safety of whistleblowers who get killed for exposing corruption and fraud, like in the 

tragic case of Ms Babita Deoran (News24, 2021). 

While fraud and corruption is a worldwide problem faced by most governments, the 

matter is particularly detrimental to developing countries such as South Africa 

(Munzhedzi, 2016:1), where the cost of corruption contradicts every objective 

government tried to achieve to improve the socio-economic status of its people in the past 

thirty years. Some issues highlighted by Munzhedzi  (2016:3) notes that “bribery, 

extortion, embezzlement, nepotism, patronage systems, fraud, kickback schemes, false 

invoices”, which are typical corrupt practices specific to South African public 

procurement transactions. Mantzaris (2014:71) adds “overpaying suppliers, fronting in 
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Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) companies, inflated prices, unnecessary 

purchases, payments made for goods or services not received, ghost suppliers on the 

preferred suppliers' list, the use of shell companies, and “facilitation fees” required by 

state officials”. Mantzaris (2014:69) further notes that corruption thrives in an 

environment where there is poor transparency, weak system and internal controls, 

incompetent officials, conflicts of interest, urgent tenders, poor planning, seeking 

justification to bend the rules, poor accountability arrangements (Mantzaris 2014:69).  

 Conclusion 

This chapter highlighted the volume, complexity, fragmented, and ever-changing 

regulatory environment that contributes to the costs of administrative burdens in public 

procurement operations.  The expectation of the procurement official is to be fully 

acquainted with procurement regulations (learning costs) and to fully adhere to those 

regulations (compliance cost). However, procurement is implemented by human beings 

who are imperfect and have flaws (psychological costs) that need to be taken into 

consideration in the quest to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public 

procurement in public institutions.  

The next chapter discusses administrative burdens and their associated non-pecuniary 

costs and creates a conceptual framework.  
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CHAPTER 3: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK  

 Overview 

This chapter conceptualises administrative burdens and their associated non-pecuniary 

costs identified by Herd and Moynihan (2018:32) as to compliance, learning and 

psychological costs. In the context of this study, burdens refer to the individual 

experiences with the administration of public procurement as a non-pecuniary measure 

that could contribute significantly to the performance of the procurement process. 

Furthermore, administrative burdens are constructed, distributive and bear consequences 

on both the individual (official) and the procuring entity, as well as society at large, 

however, they are not fixed and can be changed (Herd and Moynihan, 2018:19-23). 

Furthermore, efficiency and effectiveness are conceptualised in the context of public 

administration. Lastly, management and leadership, information and communication 

technology, skills development and professionalising SCM are explored as key drivers for 

improving the efficiency and effectiveness of public procurement. 

 Operational Efficiency and Effectiveness 

Kakwezi and Nyeko (2019:176) suggest that efficiency and effectiveness are official 

measures of procurement performance. Public administration is traditionally grounded in 

the achievement of efficiency and effectiveness in the work of public departments in 

pursuance of goals related to the provision of public goods and services (Manzoor, 

2014:1).  

According to Manzoor (2014:1), efficiency was initially meant to increase output with the 

least amount of input, which thereafter evolved along pure business lines, and later, an 

element of value was added to cover the expectations of good governance and citizens as 

the most significant part of the delivery of public goods and services.  

Schwella (2009:2) notes that efficiency in the public sector means satisfying the most 

essential needs of the community to the greatest possible extent. It also means upholding 

accountability, fairness, equity, reasonableness and the supremacy of legislation. 

Furthermore, measurement of performance relates to an organisation’s mission and 

activities as well as the environment in which it operates. It is, however, only practical to 
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measure efficiency when dealing with quantifiable measures of inputs and outputs, and 

for comparison and goal setting purposes (Manzoor, 2014:1).  

Manzoor (2014:4) further states that efficiency cannot be considered in isolation from 

effectiveness. While efficiency is the comparison between inputs and outputs (the extent 

to which government produces a given output with the least possible resources); 

effectiveness, which is the most basic criterion for gauging success, is the extent to which 

an activity achieves its intended objective (Salaman, 2002:51).  

Efficiency and effectiveness can only be measured if standards and criteria are known, 

and if there is transparency in government processes and procedures (Manzoor, 2014:4). 

Similarly, Kakwezi and Nyeko (2019:174) assert that performance evaluation systems and 

clear organisational goals and objectives are imperative to visible government 

performance. Ganahreh, Bello and Abdullah (2018:52), found that [administrative] 

control and transparency proved to have a significantly positive direct effect on 

employees’ performance. These findings show that the more available information is for 

those affected by administrative decisions, the better the employees execute their duties 

and responsibilities. Additionally, transparency in administration also fights corruption in 

all its forms (Ganahreh et al., 2018:55). 

In contemporary government, where resources are scarcer, it is imperative to understand 

efficiency and effectiveness in all aspects of public administration, to extend performance 

dimensions beyond traditional cost measures (Kakwezi and Nyeko, 2019:173) and not 

only be limited to performance indicators imposed by government regulations.  Basing 

performance on pecuniary indicators, while neglecting non-pecuniary indicators, is not 

encouraging improvement in the procurement function measures (Kakwezi and Nyeko, 

2019:173). Therefore, to achieve service delivery goals effectively and efficiently, 

managers must ensure that effective administrative controls exist (including regulatory 

compliance controls) throughout the entire procurement cycle.   

All aspects of organisational management are defined by its internal controls. The purpose 

of internal controls is to manage weaknesses in the system – eliminating the risk factor of 

ineffective stewardship of public resources. Therefore, weakness in controls will 

inherently cause weakness in the system. According to Spira and Page (2002:642), “risks 

are largely associated with unanticipated outcomes of human action”. Additionally, 
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operational monitoring and evaluation tools must be put in place to ensure that 

procurement activities are completed in the least amount of time possible (turnaround 

times should be monitored) without compromising compliance.  

In conclusion, public procurement efficiency is not only a technical relationship between 

inputs and outputs. It has adopted another dimension that incorporates democratic values, 

inter alia: fairness, transparency, equity, and accountability as an inherent quality of 

democratic governance.  

 The Conceptualisation of Administrative Burdens  

According to Herd and Moynihan (2018:32), the concept of administrative burden is not 

new, however, there remains an inconsistent conceptualisation of what it means. 

Zuurmond and Robben (quoted in Andersen, Peters, Ter Hedde and Van Dijk, 2014:162), 

trace its origin back to the paper-based hierarchy system which is still very much in use 

in public sector procurement. 

Herd and Moynihan (2018:35) note that the study of administrative burdens in the public 

administration domain is still relatively rare. The administrative burden is explored in 

different streams of research, such as studies on red tape, street-level bureaucracy, policy 

feedback and government program take-up (Moynihan, Herd and Harvey, 2015:43).  

Most recent studies on administrative burdens are based on a citizen’s experience when 

interacting with the state. Many of these studies are largely focused on measuring the 

impact administrative burdens have on citizens’ access to public services, grants and other 

social benefits. These studies show that administrative burdens are often what disconnects 

citizens from government benefits and services (Heinrich, 2016:280; Herd, Harvey and 

Moynihan, 2020:72; Herd and Moynihan, 2018:35). The consensus across the body of 

work is that administrative burdens are citizens’ experience of policy implementation 

being onerous (Herd and Moynihan, 2018:39; Peeters, 2020:567; Heinrich, 2016:403), 

adversely impacting those who need government services the most.  

Herd and Moynihan (2018:31) found that administrative burdens are governments’ way 

of denying citizens access to public services, often for minuscule non-compliance 

administrative reasons. Another antecedent found in the research of administrative 

burdens through a citizen’s experience is that rules and administrative discretion, and 
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biases of street-level bureaucrats (civil servants who work directly with the public) often 

reduce access to services (Herd and Moynihan, 2018:49).  

This study aims to broaden the application of the concept by exploring administrative 

burdens through a bureaucratic lens, with a primary focus on procurement operations. 

Contrary to the citizens’ perspective of administrative burdens, the focus is on the SCM 

official (unit of analysis), who is responsible for procurement policy implementation. The 

focus on the procurement official is in line with the view of Herd and Moynihan (2018:35), 

that comprehension of administrative burdens requires an understanding of both the 

performance of government and the experience of the individual dealing with 

administrative burdens. 

According to Herd and Moynihan (2018:35), earlier research revolved around 

bureaucratic perspectives of red tape. Red tape was often studied to understand its impact 

on organisational performance, productivity, employee morale and commitment 

(Bozeman, 1993:276). While administrative burdens are often regarded as onerous, they 

are not the same as red tape (Herd and Moynihan, 2018:35). The general use of the term 

red tape comes from Barry Bozeman’s definition of red tape as “rules that remain in force 

and entail a compliance burden, but do not advance the legitimate purpose the rules were 

intended to serve” (Bozeman, 1993:279). This definition suggests that any rule that 

advances a legitimate purpose cannot be classified as red tape (Herd and Moynihan, 

2018:35).  

Rules that appropriately hold organisations accountable may not be popular with the 

people constrained by them, but they are not red tape (even though there are instances 

where burdens do give rise to red tape) (Herd and Moynihan, 2018:35). Burden, Canon, 

Mayer and Moynihan (2012:742), state that “it is logical that red tape creates a sense of 

burden, however, rules that do not meet the widely utilised definition of red tape can still 

give rise to burdens”. For this reason, this study moves away from the misconception that 

administrative burdens are always red tape and assumes that administrative burdens will 

often serve legitimate purposes - what might be onerous to one individual, might be a 

legitimate requirement to another. In addition, how these burdens are experienced by 

procurement officials (or government employees responsible for the implementation of 

procurement policy) is vitally important for administrative reform. 
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It is important to note that administrative burdens are not viewed as all bad, they are 

necessary and unavoidable (Masood and Nisar, 2020:2; Herd and Moynihan, 2018:28). 

Herd and Moynihan (2018:19) describe administrative burdens as the “nuts and bolts of 

policy implementation” and note that all encounters with [and within] government will 

inherently have administrative burdens, no matter how minimal. Furthermore, Herd and 

Moynihan (2018:28) claim that for government services to be efficient, there will always 

be a need for the existence of administration. Administrative evidence or action is a tool 

to hold the democratic South African government accountable. Although administrative 

burdens exist by default and are necessary, just like red tape, they can also alter the 

effectiveness and efficiency of an organisation. According to Veiga, Janowski and 

Barbosa (2016:323), to improve efficiency and effectiveness, the reduction of 

administrative burdens has been identified as a key priority for government. 

 Features of Administrative Burdens 

 Administrative burdens are constructed  

Fourie and Malan (2020:1) state that most challenges faced by public entities in South 

Africa are attributed to the implementation of the procurement system, rather than to the 

system itself. According to Herd and Moynihan (2018:25), administrative burdens are the 

product of administrative and political choices. In other words, administrative burdens are 

intentionally constructed by people (policymakers and policy implementers).  

While regulation prescribes the ‘what’ aspect of administrative actions, the ‘how’ is often 

left to the policy implementers. Through this ‘how’ aspect is where most administrative 

burdens are borne.  For example, Section 38 of the PFMA (1 of 1999) (the ‘what’) 

empowers the AO of a Department to develop and maintain an appropriate procurement 

and provisioning system which is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive, and cost-

effective. The ‘how’ manifests in the complexity of the internal Accounting Officer 

System (AOS) – a customised departmental SCM policy prescribing SCM processes and 

controls. Many of these processes and compliance checks are still manual, and the controls 

are largely paper-based documents, checklists, and forms.  

Administrative burdens are created through the operational structure, workflow, 

communication, information sharing tools, and more visibly, in the compliance controls 

(forms, checklists, templates, reporting etc). Procurement officials further have discretion 

on the design of the controls (paper-based versus digital); however, skills and 
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competencies are often major factors in the efficiency and effectiveness of these goals 

(Bolton, 2016:13, Fourie and Malan, 2020:13). 

Public procurement is complex and onerous (Mazibuko and Fourie, 2017:107). Although 

public procurement regulation has been significantly reformed, its administrative form is 

still outdated (Anthony, 2018:30). For instance, procurement administration is still largely 

a paper-based operating system. This means that to a large extent, data still exclusively 

exist in paper form. This old system is rigid and inadequate, urgently requiring some 

degree of digital intervention for more efficient and effective operation.  

The interpretation of regulation and policy also contributes to the construction of 

administrative burdens. For instance, an implementer’s perception of the level of control 

can add to a burden. Regulation can often be ambiguous and vague, and various 

interpretations can either duplicate a control or deem a control irrelevant (red tape). 

Procurement administration is often burdensome when there is an inadequate 

understanding of how the regulation is to be implemented.  Procuring entities are required 

to incorporate certain values into procurement processes (Bolton, 2016:20), which often 

has an administrative requirement. An example is the implementation of local content. 

The Department of Trade, Industry and Competition (DTIC) has imposed a heavy 

administrative burden on departments that wish to acquire goods from designated 

industries – which includes vetting local content and production information submitted by 

the bidders (DTIC, 2021). This activity requires physical checking of information on 

prescribed DTIC forms and vetting from the bidder’s suppliers. Often, bidders are not well 

acquainted with the administrative requirements of these values. The burden is then placed 

on the procuring entity to not only familiarise themselves with the regulations but also 

play an advisory role to the bidder to ensure a compliant bid response. It is common for 

regulating agents to impose their burdens on the procuring entities. Incorporating industry 

values into procurement operations is often burdensome – transferring these burdens to 

procuring entities has had adverse compliance consequences.  

 Administrative burdens are consequential  

According to Herd and Moynihan (2018:20), administrative burdens have an impact on 

the lives of those they affect. In public procurement, consequences of burdens are both 

intrinsic and extrinsic to the organisation; they affect both the progress of the organisation 

in reaching its objectives and the satisfaction of meeting societal needs. For example, 
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overregulation, task overload, bureaucracy, organisational politics and other 

administrative burdens can impact the administrator’s response to or morale in the work 

environment and ultimately affect their abilities and motivation to steer procurement to 

obtain the best service, at the best time and the best price. Compliance with the legal rules 

often become more important than achieving the object of the rules (Community Law 

Centre, 2008:18). Twyford (in Raga, 2011:131) states that “A procurement official who 

is unsympathetic with the particular needs of the users of the goods and services will fail 

to grasp what is one of the most essential functions for their department because they deal 

with papers and accounts instead of groups and individuals”.  

 Administrative burdens are distributive 

From a citizen’s perspective, administrative burdens that delay progress and prolong 

service delivery can affect some groups or individuals more than others (Herd and 

Moynihan, 2018:20). South Africa’s constitutional reform has placed an even bigger 

expectation for service delivery on government (Ballard, 1994:1), however, the expected 

increase in service delivery has not been compensated with efficient capacity, impacting 

both the entities responsible for the provision of services and the recipient whom 

procurement is intended to serve. According to Herd and Moynihan (2018:20), 

administrative burdens impact marginalised individuals and communities much more.  

Similarly, some individuals within an organisation can experience the administration as 

more burdensome than others. As noted in the researcher’s observations, administrative 

burdens are unevenly distributed among officials doing the same or similar tasks. Those 

who are more competent to deal with the administration are allocated bigger workloads. 

Another factor to consider is that administrators who are more skilled and comfortable 

with technology have a more seamless experience with administration, while others who 

produce fewer outputs, put in more effort due to their lack of technological skills.  

In conclusion, administrative burdens are often the product of deliberate choices 

emanating from bureaucratic processes and basic administrative capacity (Herd and 

Moynihan, 2018:20). Sometimes the implications of these choices are understood, 

sometimes not, but they can be changed.  

 Cost of Administrative Burdens 

When considering the costs of procurement administration, financial costs automatically 

come to mind. This is logical since procurement administration gives rise to financial 
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costs, which get reported on periodically in the annual government budget and expenditure 

reports. These costs, referred to as pecuniary costs and better known as financial costs, 

are tangible and expressed in monetary terms.  

In contrast to pecuniary costs, this study recognises non-pecuniary costs. The study views 

non-pecuniary costs as intangible, often not quantified, measured, or easily identified, and 

as a result, are not considered as variables that could influence the efficiency and 

effectiveness of an organisation. Non-pecuniary costs have measurement uncertainties 

and a paucity of relevant data concerning them. Although the term costs are symbolic, 

should the right indicators be identified (such as time or effort), these costs could be 

measured. The neglect of these costs may lead to the underestimation of costs in absolute 

or relative terms, and thus to inefficient and ineffective organisational decisions.  

According to Curristine, Lonti and Journard (2007:17), “performance measures do not 

explain the underlying causes of poor performance. Performance can be influenced by a 

variety of factors that may or may not be within the control of an agency” – particularly 

when it is unidentifiable. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the non-pecuniary costs 

of administrative burdens, in the context of public procurement, is a start in developing 

criteria for performance where no value or measure currently exists in public procurement 

operations. 

Further enquiry into pecuniary costs has potential for future research, however, the scope 

of this study is limited to non-pecuniary costs of procurement policy implementation. 

These non-pecuniary costs are the individual procurement officer’s compliance, learning 

and psychological experiences with procurement administration.  

 Compliance costs  

According to Herd and Moynihan (2018:32), compliance costs are the material burdens 

of following administrative rules and requirements. However, they are not always 

presented as material from the onset. Non-pecuniary costs associated with compliance are 

seen in variables such as time, physical and mental energy utilised, and strain during a 

procurement process.  This study views non-pecuniary compliance costs as a tacit 

expenditure of administration. 

There are various causes of compliance costs. Some of the commonly known challenges 

are, inter alia: lack of knowledge of SCM regulation and policies, lack of skills and 

capacity,  inadequate planning and linking of demand to the budget, lack of accountability, 
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fraud and corruption,  inadequate monitoring, and evaluation of SCM policy and its 

implementation, unethical behaviour, volumes of, but also outdated procurement 

processes and controls, and fragmentation of procurement systems (Ambe and 

Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012c:249). These challenges are discussed below.  

a) Procurement operations 

A public entity’s operational system is at the centre of its practices (Mazibuko, 2018:63). 

Procurement operational systems are still mainly manual paper-based processes and 

controls (Mazibuko, 2018:63; Quinot, 2020:9). Most procurement data and information 

exist only in hard copy documents and forms, making progress on procurement activities 

challenging to monitor and evaluate.  A paper-based and manual procurement system also 

restricts collaboration and transparency. Moreover, procurement operations are 

characterised as a duplication exercise in many instances. National Treasury (2015:11) 

points out that “there is a large number of standard bidding documents, many of which 

require the same information to be provided multiple times, creating unnecessary 

paperwork which is time-consuming and consequently expensive.”  

Compliance costs are increased by manual and repetitive tasks. An example is the 

stamping of each page in the bid document after it is received and calling out bid offers in 

front of the bidding audience (Quinot, 2020:9). Often, government administrators are 

required to perform such labour-intensive tasks, sacrificing time and effort on compliance 

tasks. This is one area where innovation is probably most needed (Quinot, 2020:9).  

b) Reporting 

Public officials and organisations are, by law, held accountable for their plans, actions and 

outcomes, and are bound to openness and transparency by external scrutiny through public 

reporting (Fourie and Malan, 2020:7). Accuracy, completeness, and timeous reporting of 

procurement activities are, however, some of the biggest non-compliance challenges in 

public organisations (Mantzaris, 2014:78).  

c) Silo mentality 

The paper-based system perpetuates the silo mentality existing among SCM employees 

(Vabaza, 2015:24), often disabling accountability and the proof to challenge them on their 

decisions. The paper-based system limits the government entity from having readily 

available searchable data and information which has an operationally limiting impact on 

procurement administration, inter alia,  decision-making, planning, forecasting etc. An 
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example of this is the lack of justification or ignorance towards requirements for the use 

of non‐competitive procedures (Mantzaris, 2014:74). Furthermore, paper-based controls 

expose the department to malpractice risks, inter alia; negligence with document 

handling, losing documents and then fabricating historical information that can no longer 

be found.  

d) Communication and information sharing 

Without effective communication, management can accomplish little. Administrative 

burdens are created in the SCM workflow design and communication channels. According 

to Louw (2017:413) “communication is to an organisation what a bloodstream is to a 

person”. Therefore, without effective communication, whether formal (meetings, emails, 

internal communication etc.) or informal (conversations, passage meetings etc.), 

managers can do little. Regardless of the form of communication, it is vitally important to 

equip employees with proper communication skills, so that employees can better 

communicate with one another and ensure that instruction and delegations are clear and 

is correctly understood by the recipient (Louw, 2017:413).  Communication in a 

procurement environment is pivotal for the effectiveness and efficiency of carrying out 

tasks. According to Louw (2017:425), ‘poor communication allows rumours to replace 

facts, causes unfriendliness between departments and work teams, and slows down 

successful organisational change.’ Louw (2017:443), further notes to chieve effective 

communication, organisations and managers must  identify barriers thereto. ‘These 

barriers can hinder the sending and receiving of messages by distorting and sometimes 

even completely blocking intended meanings.’ (Louw:2017:443) 

Additionally, how centralised, and accessible information is, is an important aspect to 

ensure procurement activities are streamlined and coherent from start to end. According 

to Hugo and Badenhorst-Weiss (2017:6), one of the most important cohesive forces in an 

SCM environment is the sharing of information. This is because, “without modern 

information flows, the complex linkages (between various elements in SCM) and 

information sharing that is vital to the functioning of SCM would not be possible”. 

Information flow within an SCM or procurement function includes centrally coordinated 

workflow, accessibility of information to all SCM participants, common data capturing 

and immediate and real-time access to data across all functional areas within the 

organisation, as well as an unlimited data interchange (Hugo and Badenhorst-Weiss, 

2017:6). According to Hugo and Waugh (2017:211), information and communication 
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flow is increasingly dependent on technology. The organisation of the volumes of 

information generated in SCM daily goes beyond a human’s organisation abilities. 

e) Regulatory framework and barriers to implementation 

Several different legislative requirements are meant to guide procurement practices 

(Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012:248). However, their volumes and complexities of 

the requirements are often overbearing, cause confusion and are open to misinterpretation. 

The Community Law Centre (2008:2) notes that municipalities often feel strangulated by 

public regulation and policies. The complex and ever-changing regulatory framework 

largely increases the compliance and learning costs of the ordinary SCM official. Officials 

are required to keep abreast of new regulations and their subsequent instructions, practice 

notes and circulars. Staying informed of regulatory changes and the ability to implement 

the changes in the best way possible requires a certain level of knowledge and skills. 

Procurement literature largely attributes the high level of non-compliance to a lack of 

knowledge and skills. Regulation changes, which have become increasingly challenging 

to keep up with, often result in the need to constantly adapt internal procurement practices 

and bidding requirements.   

f) Procurement planning 

Many government entities are faced with the challenges of improper planning and linking 

demand to budget (Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012a:454). Poor procurement planning 

often results in unjustified procurement deviations (National Treasury, 2015:16; Vabaza, 

2015:85; Mazibuko, 2018:169). Supply Chain Management officials are often required to 

guide procurement processes that are non-compliant with regulation from the onset. This 

often places SCM officials in a predicament to choose between service delivery and 

maintaining  SCM compliance.  

Procurement planning is a crucial part of the procurement process in that it starts with the 

line functions or budget holder, and if communicated correctly to SCM, sets a good tone 

for the rest of the procurement process (Abu Hassim, Kajewski and Trigunaryah,  

2011:1931). Planned procurement can assist SCM in the preparation of their internal 

operations and managing departmental expectations for the delivery of their requests. 

Other benefits include transparency and coherence of internal processes (Abu Hassim, et 

al., 2011:1929). Planning helps the organisation to collect similar or like requirements 

from various users under one contract (National Treasury, 2015:17). Various audit reports 
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and literature indicate that procurement planning and demand management in public 

entities are far too underrated (Fourie and Malan, 2020:14) as well as its impact on 

procurement operations. In many departments, too little focus and effort are placed on the 

planning and demand management stages of the SCM processes resulting in poor value 

money or violation of SCM prescripts due to haste. 

g) Capacity and workload 

According to Sheoraj (in Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012c:250) skills and capacity 

shortages have been identified as the single greatest impediment to the success of public 

procurement in South Africa. The capacity shortage has direct implications on the 

procurement workload per capita - SCM officials are having to do more for less. 

According to Robbins and Judge (in Anam, Zafar and Shafi, 2018:67) workload is the 

intensity of a job or task and creates mental stress among employees. 

Capacity is even more affected by uneven workload distribution. Procurement is often 

processed by more than one SCM official. Processing a single tender requires an entire 

team to work in unison. Teamwork and communication are, therefore, key elements to 

successfully run a procurement function. In some instances, the workload is poorly 

distributed. Capable officials often feel obligated to take on more work than their team 

members. Some officials do not take responsibility for their functions, leaving a huge 

portion of the workload to others. The worst-case scenario is that the administration is 

delayed until capacity becomes available. This has grave consequences on service 

delivery. 

 Learning costs 

In this study, learning costs refers to the learning experiences of the individual SCM 

practitioner. Despite the widespread consensus regarding the importance of work-based 

learning and the integration of learning and work, little is known about the processes of 

learning at work and the conditions that are likely to facilitate or constrain such processes 

(Ellström, 2001:421).   

In public procurement, it is becoming increasingly important for SCM practitioners, who 

work in procurement operations, to initiate learning on their own. This includes staying 

up to date with procurement regulations and policies and attaining skills that improve their 

ability to perform their duties with minimal supervision (due to the limited supervisory 

capacity in SCM).   
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The science of learning, as a human ability, does not fall in the scope of this study, rather 

the focus is on the employee’s experience with learning, attitude towards it, as well as 

whether the working environment is conducive for learning. These factors have direct 

influences on the learning costs of the SCM or procurement official. Learning refers to 

overt and mental activities (Berings, Poell and Simons, 2005:374). It is the acquisition of 

knowledge or skills through study, experience, or being taught, resulting in better thinking 

and problem-solving abilities (Berings et al., 2005:375).  

The Public Administration Management Act (11 of 2014), states that government must 

develop its human resource capacity to a level that enables it to perform its functions in 

an efficient, quality, collaborative, and accountable manner. However, National Treasury 

(2015:14) notes that there is a general weakness in SCM capacity with practitioners unable 

to conceptualise and implement tenders aligned with government’s developmental 

objectives. Furthermore, one of the key challenges in developing an effective SCM 

capacity programme is because there are significant differences in how public sector SCM 

is carried out in different policy contexts. Therefore, learning is an activity that needs to 

be addressed and encouraged within the working environment to improve SCM 

knowledge. 

The literature on educational psychology often focuses on individual differences in 

learning processes, however, such research, hardly focuses on, on-the-job learning 

(Berings, 2005:374). Although little is known about the current composition of 

procurement teams in government departments in terms of their skills and specialised 

abilities - the consensus is that departments lack appropriate skills and knowledge for 

proper procurement implementation (Bolton, 2006:215; Bolton, 2008:13; Ambe and 

Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012c:258; Bolton, 2016:13; Ajam, 2016:215; Kakwezi and Nyeko, 

2019:170; Fourie and Malan, 2020:12; Arrowsmith, 2021:124).  

Learning in the workplace does not come without challenges. For learning to be effective, 

an official must be willing to learn, and the environment must be conducive to learning.  

Learning on the job has become increasingly important due to the lack of dedicated and 

consistent SCM training initiatives since the inception of SCM in 2004 (Ambe and 

Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012b:461).  

Another important learning resource is the knowledge of those who hold tenure with years 

of experience. While knowledge retention and institutional memory are critical to public 
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procurement and the performance of an entity, knowledge management is often neglected 

(Wyrwicka, Staniszewska and Guszczak, 2014:179). Knowledge comes in tacit and 

explicit forms.  According to Nonaka (in Schniederjans, Curado and Khalajhedayati, 

2020: para 4) “tacit knowledge is deeply rooted in action, commitment, and involvement 

and, thus, it is hard to formalise and communicate. Explicit knowledge is codified and 

transmittable in formal, systematic language and thus it is captured in archives and 

databases”. Nonaka and Toyama (2003) in Schniederjans et. al, 2020: papa 4) further note 

that, “there is a permanent interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge that moves 

across individuals, groups, organisations, and back to individuals again”. Officials who 

hold tenure and who holds significant SCM knowledge do not formally record knowledge 

efficiently – making learning less likely for those officials who depend on their guidance 

and experience. To prevent this from happening, a proper knowledge management (KM) 

strategy must be devised within an SCMU, as well as a formal succession planning 

strategy to effectively ensure the longevity and sustainability of the function.  According 

to Schniederjans et al., (202: para 4) “Knowledge Management bridges information 

demand and supply on behalf of learning processes and, consequently, organisational 

performance improvement”. 

In many ways, organisational politics also limits learning. An example is when individuals 

feel threatened by their peers, respond by withholding knowledge (or information) to stay 

in control of their function and relevant to the organisation. What was also found at the 

Department of Transport and Public Works specifically, is ineffective mediums through 

which information is channelled, such as emails (e.g., when regulation changes are 

communicated via email– learning is, therefore, largely dependent on whether the officials 

read that email).  According to Louw (2017:421), communication channels (or mediums) 

are as important as the content it carries. Information richness is the information-carrying 

capacity of a channel.  Written communication is low in information effectiveness, 

whereas emails or internal communication has medium information effectiveness (Louw, 

2017:421).   

How effective procurement regulation is implemented depends largely on the knowledge 

of the individual. Quinot (2020:23) highlights twenty-three primary regulatory prescripts 

to consider in procurement processes. This demonstrates the scale and complexity of the 

regulatory framework with which SCM officials need to be acquainted. 
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Besides improving their knowledge of regulation, officials must develop skills required 

to cope with the high volumes of administration. Managers must ensure that they identify 

skills requirements and enforce more formal mediums of learning (e.g., MS Excel training 

for individuals working with data).  

Individual procurement officials are also aversive to learning. They deem learning to be 

an added activity to their already exhausted administrative capacities. Lastly, time affects 

learning. Individuals have to choose between learning and working, where learning is 

optional. 

According to Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss (2012b), procurement implementation in 

many government entities is far from satisfactory. The lack of knowledge and skills still 

perpetuates poor administrative reform in SCM (Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012a).  

 Psychological costs 

In this study, the term psychological costs refer to the barriers to complying and learning. 

Psychological costs encompass coping mechanisms for dealing with either one’s abilities 

or environmental factors that prohibit requisite compliance and/or learning. The term 

psychological describes something that affects the mind, relating to the mental and 

emotional state of a person (Oxford Languages, 2020), whereas costs refer to the 

psychological mechanism in response thereto. 

According to Beehr and McGrath (1992:12), stress-producing environmental 

circumstances or stress-producing events and conditions (SPECs) are events and 

conditions in the physical environment (physical or psychosocial stimuli) that create a 

drive for the individual to react. Stress-producing events and conditions range from “the 

environment to the organisation to the environment internal to oneself”: stressors that exist 

outside the organisation (e.g., socio-economic changes), stressors that stem from within 

the organisation (e.g., legal implications, politics, work culture, lack of good leadership, 

management and resources), stressors that relate to the duties and responsibilities of work 

(e.g., responsibilities and accountabilities) and stressors that relate to various work roles 

(e.g., role ambiguity). West and West (in Beehr and McGrath, 2005:2). Where SPECs are 

unduly taxing, they will lead to psychological strain (Beehr and Glazer, 2005). These 

strains are what this study refers to as the psychological costs, resulting in a certain type 

of response. 
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Individuals respond to psychological strain in different ways. According to Beehr and 

Glazer (2005:3), behavioural strains are often depicted in a person's reactions or response 

to a stressor. These stressors could be harmful to a person and/or the organisation. 

Stressors are commonly associated with work ambiguities, in other words, lack of job 

specificity, predictability, role functions, responsibilities and difficulties. Ambiguity can 

also be a result of the insufficient, misleading, or restricted flow of information on one's 

work role (Beehr and Glazer, 2005:5). Role ambiguity is the lack of clarity about duties, 

objectives and responsibilities needed to fulfil one's role, often due to an inadequate 

understanding of work expectations (Beehr and Glazer, 2005:5).  

Stresses can stem from qualitative role overload, which according to Beehr and Glazer 

(2005:6), is when individuals are responsible for performing complex tasks where they do 

not possess the skills the role requires them to have.  Stresses could also result from work 

overload, time pressures and deadlines. According to Kelloway, Sivanathan, Francis and 

Barling (2005:6), strains associated with being overworked are uniformly negative across 

behavioural, psychological, and physiological outcome domains. Beehr and Glazer (2005) 

argue that another possible response to strains is when individuals complain of too much 

work or too little time to defray difficult tasks or take on additional role demands that may 

be more unenjoyable as opposed to time-consuming or even claim to be overloaded as an 

excuse for their lowered performance.  

According to Bowles and Cooper (2009:59), there is growing evidence that performance, 

at both the individual and organisational level, is highly correlated with employee morale. 

In private institutions, high employee morale is known to increase competitiveness and 

profits. At the individual level, an employee with high morale experiences less stress than 

employees with low morale, and high morale also results in less absenteeism. The 

employee with high morale will be more engaged, is willing to work harder, is more 

committed to the organisation’s goals, and will be a stronger advocate for the organisation 

to its suppliers and other employees (Bowles and Cooper, 2009:59).  

Bowles and Cooper (2009:60) further indicate that high morale supports the 

implementation of organisational strategies as employees are unified with the organisation 

mission and vision, and present high levels of pride when performing their tasks. 

Furthermore, high morale retains and attract more talent and makes the workplace easier 

to manage (Bowles and Cooper, 2009:70). Employee morale can be measured through 

various formal methodologies (surveys, interviews, employee performance reviews, etc.), 
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however, the most obvious way of identifying morale is by observing, through discussions 

and interactions, absenteeism records and sick leave trends.  

Low employee morale is also evident in the quality of work produced, attitude of 

individuals towards management and peers, grievances lodged and performance scores 

(Neely, 1999:3). Even though staff morale may be thought of as a group phenomenon, it 

remains an individual matter (Jacobs, 2014:11). Therefore, to improve the morale of the 

group, the morale of each individual in the group must first be improved (Finger in Jacobs, 

2014:11). Morale goes beyond employees feeling good about their tasks, it is the 

psychological state which makes a person want to contribute and be a part of work 

activities, making things work better and more successfully (Bowels and Cooper, 2009:2). 

Attributes of employee morale, which are experienced collectively or partially, include 

job satisfaction, employee well-being, engagement, commitment, involvement, passion, 

empowerment, enthusiasm and drive (Bowels and Cooper, 2009:1). 

In this study, motivation refers to “the intensity of an employee’s desire to take up a task 

and persevere until the task is accomplished” (Nel (2020:334). Motivation is ‘any 

influence that triggers, directs, or maintains goal-directed behaviour’ (Hellriegel, Slocum, 

Jackson, Louw and Staude, 2017:583). According to Nel, motivation varies from person 

to person and is a rather complex human behaviour issue to identify. Employee motivation 

has become the cornerstone for many organisations’ performance (Anderfuhren-Biget, 

Varone, Giauque and Ritz, 2010:214). According to Liang (2014:287), the motivations of 

public employees are largely a product of the context and dynamics of the public 

organisations that employ them.  Rainey (2009:243) notes that employee motivations and 

organisational characteristics are intertwined, what affects the one, will affect the other.  

Work motivation is rooted in what drives the actions of human beings, resulting in 

different theories of human rationalities (Anderfuhren-Biget et al., 2010:214). According 

to Anderfuhren-Biget et al. (2010:214), there are two opposing approaches to 

understanding the workings of public administration. The first approach is inspired by 

Public Choice theory, which maintains that public employees behave according to "a 

canny maximization of self-interest" (Sen, 1995:2). This approach has penetrated the 

theory of New Public Management (NPM) and its subsequent reforms (Anderfuhren-

Biget et al., 2010:214; Stoker, 2006:46; Batley and Larbi, 2004:47). This idea of work 

motivation solidified the introduction of Human Resource Management (HRM) as an 

employee performance management tool, which originated from the private business 
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management model (Forest, 2008; Perry, Engbers and June in Anderfuhren-Biget et al., 

2010:214). HRM strategies aimed to motivate public employees through the fulfilment of 

their extrinsic needs, for example, performance-related compensation (Anderfuhren-Biget 

et al., 2010:214). This approach is in line with expectancy theory, which maintains that 

motivation is based on the premise that the amount of effort people expend depends on 

how much reward they expect to get in return (Du Bruin, 2013:206). 

The second approach is Public Service Motivation (PSM). The PSM brings values and 

identity components back into work and argues that public employees are motivated by 

higher-order drives (e.g., professional identification – feeling ethically bound to make a 

difference with the use of one’s expertise). The PSM construct is a counterweight to the 

rational choice theories which stress that human behaviour may exclusively be explained 

by individual psychological mechanisms regarding self-interest (Dardot and Laval in 

Anderfuhren-Biget et al., 2010:215). The PSM hypothesises that public employees behave 

differently from their private-sector counterparts and are not driven by extrinsic motives 

alone (Bozeman, 2000; Bright in Anderfuhren-Biget et al., 2010:215). 

Motivation is one of the most important managerial functions (Werner, 2017:334). Werner 

acknowledges that although employee motivation has been explored by many authors 

(Maslow, Herzberg, Hunt), and what they found is still largely applicable today, 

organisational working practices, principles, and in the case of this study, heightened 

public procurement regulations, has a huge influence on the twenty-first-century 

employee (Werner, 2017:334).    

It must be emphasised that the non-pecuniary costs (compliance, learning and 

psychological) should not be viewed as distinct from each other; factors that affect one 

are likely to affect the others. For example, low employee morale and motivation, 

discussed under psychological costs, could likely be because of the individual’s 

experiences with low capacity and work overload (discussed under compliance costs). 

The aim was therefore not to strictly categorise issues and challenges under each cost.  

The conceptual framework presented below provides a visual illustration of this 

relationship. 
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual Framework of the Administrative Burdens 

To this point, administrative burdens, and their non-pecuniary costs (compliance, learning 

and psychological) have been conceptualised - whereas compliance and learning costs are 

directly linked to procurement tasks or activities, psychological costs are the 

psychological consequences and the response thereto. The next section proposes how 

administrative burdens could be minimised.  

 Minimising Administrative Burdens 

Several recommendations on the improvement of public procurement and the broader 

SCM function are made in government publications, and public administration and 

management literature (Bolton, 2008; Fourie and Malan, 2020; Ambe and Badenhorst-

Weiss, 2012a). This section highlights three aspects that are most relevant to this study: 

Professionalising SCM in the public sector, Leadership and Management, Information and 

Communication Technology Solutions. 

 Professionalising SCM 

Public Administration and Management scholars advocate for the improvement of 

knowledge and skills in public sector SCM (Ajam, 2016:214; Ambe and Badenhorst-

Weiss, 2012a:249), particularly when the system inexplicitly depends on self-governance 

(for the professional, ethical, moral and logical reasoning of an official – especially when 
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a rule is unclear or unknown). The South African government has also, on numerous 

occasions, noted that SCM reform depends largely on the professionalisation of SCM 

(National Treasury, 2015). Van Hoek (2014:384), notes that attributes to look for in SCM 

candidates are, inter alia:  

a) Strategic thinking: to be competent enough to approach supply markets more 

smartly and with goverment strategic priorities in mind. 

b) Creative and solution-oriented: to be able to navigate around supply market 

constraints and barriers. 

c) Communication skills: to engage internally and build bridges to suppliers. 

d) A firm focus on quality and improvement: to continue to improve the performance 

of the supply base over time. 

e) Relationship skills: to develop ongoing improvement with suppliers and grow 

those relationships over time. 

f) Stewardship skills: to represent suppliers internally and ensure they achieve proper 

alignment with the business. 

g) Consultative skills: to engage with internal and external stakeholders and ensure 

that proper articulation of business needs is fulfilled. 

h) Service posture: towards stakeholders who specify and order, and towards 

suppliers who do the work.  

It is of utmost importance to attract, develop and retain capable staff to ensure that policies 

that have been formalised are implemented efficiently and effectively. Supply Chain 

Management capacity development must be holistic, that is, develop skills and knowledge 

required to perceive all elements of SCM (demand, acquisitions, contracts, suppliers, 

logistics, disposals, and risk management) (National Treasury, 2015). Proper staffing is 

an indication of maturity for the SCM function (Van Hoek, 2014:362). Capable 

professionals would master the complexity of the procurement environment, not only with 

strengthened analytical and negotiation skills, but also the emotional and relational skills 

that allow them to influence others inside and outside their organisation.   

 Leadership and Management in Procurement 

The performance of public entities depends on both good management and leadership. 

National Treasury (2015:4) points out that government structures have too many 

inexperienced, and unskilled leaders, and managers, perpetuating poor governance in 

public institutions. 
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Even though the focus of a manager is largely inward, managers play a pivotal role in 

achieving government’s intended outcomes and steering the department or function in the 

right direction. Therefore, they must have a clear and detailed understanding of what a 

programme is, how it aligns to intended whole-of-government outcomes, how much it 

costs, and the results achieved (Curristine et al., 2007:29). 

Leadership differs from management in the sense that, while managers lay down the 

structure, delegates authority and responsibility; leaders provide direction by developing 

the organisational vision, communicating it to the employees and inspiring them to 

achieve it (Du Bruin, 2013:233). Good leadership and management are vitally important 

in a procurement environment and a lack thereof can lead to poorly managed 

administration. Leadership deals with the interpersonal aspects of a manager’s job; 

whereas planning, organising, and controlling are part of the managerial aspect (Du Bruin, 

2013:117). Furthermore, leaders address factors such as change, aspiration, motivation, 

and influence among their followers, while managers address the organisational objectives 

through tangible performance measures, implementation, monitoring and evaluation 

among delegates.  

An important characteristic of leadership is the relationship between a leader and the 

people being led. According to Du Bruin (2013:71), leadership is not something you do 

to people, it is something you do with them. This emphasises the fact that leaders do not 

take the backseat and watch their team members in action but lead by example by getting 

involved. Leaders trigger the member’s “will do”; leaders show the way and guide group 

members towards group accomplishment.  

Where a leader inspires and motivates, managers are often viewed as conventional 

bureaucrats that inflict control - and while these statements are quite extreme, one must 

not undermine the importance of management in an organisation. According to Du Bruin 

(2013:6), effective leaders have to be good managers themselves or supported by good 

managers. In essence, an effective leader also manages and an effective manager also 

leads.  Being a leader in an organisation can often be challenging. This is particularly true 

in public sector administration (National Treasury, 2015). Hence, it is important to take 

cognisance of both the rewards and frustration that come with being a good leader. 

Leaders often lead by example and therefore work longer hours (Du Bruin, 2013:6). Also, 

they are not afraid to get their hands dirty, hence they can become victims of frequent 

burnout.   
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Organisational politics also contributes to the challenges of leadership. According to Du 

Bruin (2013:20), a leader often engages in political byplay. Political tactics, such as 

forming alliances and coalitions, are often necessary for leadership success [particularly 

in political organisations]. Another major challenge among leaders, in the pursuit of 

success, is to navigate conflicting goals (Du Bruin, 2013:20). An example of this would 

be to encourage team members to work well independently, but still gravitate towards a 

central goal. A public sector SCM environment requires a radical leadership (facilitating 

change progressively) approach to achieving radical change. John Kotter (1990 in 

Reardon, Reardon and Rowe, 1998:132) proposed that leading change requires: 

establishing direction, aligning people, and motivating and inspiring.  Kelloway et al. 

(2005:3) note that transformational leaders exhibit highly influential characteristics in 

their interactions with employees (refer to 3.4.2).  

In conclusion, good leadership and management are vital qualities required for an efficient 

and effective procurement policy, and implementation thereof. Skilled managers and 

leaders are the driving force behind efficient, effective, and economic procurement 

management.  

 Information and Communication Technology Solutions  

According to Ndou (2004:1), there are many benefits to exploiting Information and 

Communication Technology Solutions (ICT) in the public sector, however, contrary to 

the private sector, the public sector tends to lag in the process of technology adoption and 

business reinvention.  

ICT can minimise administrative burdens in public procurement, through the following 

initiatives: 

a) Digitise the operational system of SCM (replace the current paper-based and manual 

system). 

b) Interface and integrate the digital SCM system with other information systems: 

internally (financial system, e.g., BAS (Basic Accounting System) and asset 

management system, e.g., LOGIS (Logistical Information System)) and externally 

(Central Supplier Database and CIDB). 

c) Enforce the accumulation of procurement metadata in real-time (to improve a holistic 

view of SCM and procurement activities in real-time). 
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The need for digitising procurement is becoming overtly critical. The procurement 

function still largely consists of outdated manual, paper-based and labour-intensive 

processes. Reports on these processes are filled with inaccuracies and errors due to the 

burden of fragmented information to create an integrated report. According to the National 

Treasury SCM Review (2015:59), more than forty percent of supply chain activities are 

conducted through manual systems. The following were highlighted as critical issues that 

could not be resolved with the ongoing manual system: 

a) Inconsistent supply chain data and business processes. 

b) An increased administrative burden for government and suppliers. 

c) Long lead times in evaluating, adjudicating, awarding, and processing supply 

chain transactions. 

d) Increased risk of fraud, corruption, and losses. 

According to the World Bank (2021), many tasks previously thought to be solely in the 

realm of human intelligence, are being increasingly delegated to automated machines - in 

addition to increasing automation of physical labour, there are rapid improvements of 

machines being able to measure and assess performance in all areas of operations.  

Technology can eradicate duplication of tasks, and free up time and human resources that 

can be used towards innovation and other developmental advancements (Batran et al., 

2017). Also, technology can improve consistency in operations and reporting, and the 

monitoring and analyses of procurement patterns, contracts, and prices (Kosmol, Reimann 

and Kaufmann, 2019:3). Digitising procurement can enforce process performance 

measures. In the current state, it is difficult to assess how smoothly, and effectively public 

buyers can reach the objectives set in the strategic plans, the extent to which the 

procurement values are implemented, and the extent to which public procurement 

processes are transparent and competitive.  

Other technological advances such as cloud computing, mobile applications and the use 

of big data analytics, and visual applications can improve data integration and workflow 

as well as promote accountability and responsivity. According to Veiga et al. (2016:326), 

innovative leadership and computational tools can raise the standards for public 

performance through outcomes-based monitoring and evaluation. These tools can also 

improve the quality of law application and simplify and improve relevant norms and legal 

dispositions (Veiga et al., 2016:326). 
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Government administrations need to adopt a once-only principle, which ensures that 

procurement data is captured only once to avoid duplication of administration and efforts 

(Kosmol et al., 2019:8). Digitisation enables automation, which has the potential to 

eliminate human error in many processes. Eliminating manual tasks, as far as possible, 

can enable faster outcomes, e.g., accelerate procurement awards (Veiga et al., 2016:325).  

Although the need for the use of smart ICT solutions has been emphasised in numerous 

government publications, there seems to be stagnation across all government financial 

departments. There is a growing need for the adoption of technology in the management 

of procurement functions, for practical administrative, managerial and strategic reasons. 

The adoption of a functional, integrated digital procurement system depends largely on 

the perceptions of the organisational gains in terms of cost savings, and organisational 

characteristics such as size, attitude and capacity of ICT staff. These aspects are positively 

correlated with burden reduction and effectiveness of implementation (Veiga et al., 

2016:324).  

  Conclusion 

In this chapter, administrative burdens were conceptualised in the context of public 

procurement operations. A clear distinction was made between pecuniary and non-

pecuniary costs and their performance qualities. While pecuniary costs provide insights 

on economic performance, they are not the only variable to consider as efficiency and 

effectiveness measures of procurement operations.  

Three non-pecuniary costs, that is, learning, compliance and psychological costs have 

been identified as measures of the perceived extent of the administrative burdens. 

Furthermore, good leadership and management, professionalising SCM, and 

implementation of smarter ICT solutions were recognised as key drivers for the 

minimisation of administrative burdens in public procurement. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 Overview 

This chapter discusses the research methodology. The discussion takes place in the 

following order: research design, case study, sampling strategy, data collection strategy. 

The validity, reliability, and trustworthiness of the research finding. Lastly, the limitations 

and ethical considerations.  

 Research Design 

Mouton (2016:55) defines a research design as the blueprint of how a researcher intends 

to conduct the research. He also notes that the design is informed by the logic and the end-

product of the research (Mouton, 2016:56). According to O’Sullivan Rassel, Berner and 

Taliaferro (2017:43), “qualitative research approaches obtain more in-depth and detailed 

information on fewer cases than do studies using quantitative designs.” They further note 

that qualitative research is useful when information or data is difficult or impossible to 

convert to numbers (O'Sullivan, et al., 2017:43). A qualitative approach was therefore 

adopted aiming to obtain an in-depth understanding of this phenomenon through the case 

study. This research is exploratory by nature as it explores a phenomenon that is not well 

researched in governmental bureaucracies in South Africa. Exploratory research explores 

the research questions but does not intend to offer a final or conclusive solution to an 

existing problem (Dudovskiy, s.a: para. 1). According to Dudovskiy (s.a: para 1), this type 

of research is conducted to study a problem that is not yet clearly defined. 

The research paradigm is from an interpretivist and constructivist position, which takes 

the stance that there is no single reality. This study rejects the objectivist view that 

meaning resides within the world independently of consciousness. The researcher 

therefore integrated elements of human interest, and by doing so, steers the reader in the 

direction where the inquiry lies (Schwandt, 1998:225). The emphasis of this study was to 

obtain “an understanding of how people perceive and construct their lives as meaningful 

processes, how people interact with one another and interpret those interactions in the 

context of the social world, and the importance of observation in “natural” settings” 

(Soklaridis, 2009:720). 

The research methodology was informed by the aim and research question. It utilised 

qualitative data collection methods, instruments, and analyses. Since the researcher is part 
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of the study environment, an autoethnographic approach was adopted to use the researcher 

own insight into the phenomenon. According to Ellis, Adams and Bochner  (2011:1), 

autoethnography is an approach that seeks to describe and systematically analyse (graphy) 

personal experience (auto) to understand cultural experience (ethno). The benefit is that 

the observer and the observed share the same cultural background (Bryman and Bell, 

2018:160). This approach challenges canonical ways of doing research and representing 

others and treats research as political, socially-just and socially conscious (Ellis et al., 

2011:1). 

According to O'Sullivan et al. (2017:43), qualitative studies draw on the individual’s 

experience. The close collaboration between the researcher and the participant is an 

advantage that enables participants to tell their side of a story and through these stories, 

the participants described their views of reality which enabled the researcher to better 

understand the participant's actions (Baxter and Jack, 2010:545).  

 Case study: SCMU of the DTPW 

A case study is used to describe a phenomenon in the real-life context in which it occurred 

(Yin, 2003:36). In this case, the phenomenon is the administrative burdens of public 

procurement experienced by individual procurement officials within the SCM Unit 

(SCMU) at the DTPW. According to Babbie and Mouton (2017:278), case studies can be 

defined as an intensive investigation of a single unit (SCMU in DTPW). It is known that 

case studies are limited to certain research outcomes only and are usually qualitative by 

nature because they aim to obtain an in-depth description of a small number of people, 

usually less than 50 (Mouton, 2016:149). 

The DTPW is one of the thirteen provincial government departments in the Western Cape, 

South Africa. The department is responsible for the construction, upgrading and 

maintenance of Western Cape healthcare, education, and other provincial government 

facilities. In addition, DTPW is responsible for provincial road infrastructure, and 

upgrades and maintenance. It is also mandated to ensure road safety by rendering a traffic 

law enforcement service as well as traffic administrative services such as motor vehicle 

registration, licensing, and other related services (DTPW, 2020). 

The DTPW is a bureaucracy that consists of several vertical levels and horizontal 

functions (components), as illustrated in Figure 4 below. At the top level is the 

administrative executive, also known as the Accounting Officer (AO), Director-General 
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(DG) or Head of Department (HOD). After the top level is the second management level, 

which comprises of five branches which are the offices of the second-level administrative 

managers, known as Deputy Director-Generals. One of these branches is the office of the 

Deputy Director-General of Finance, also titled the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of 

DTPW, who is the delegated authority to manage and maintain an appropriate 

procurement and provisioning system which is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive, 

and cost-effective. As one moves down to the bottom levels of the organogram, the branch 

becomes more function-specific. This is illustrated by the third level management which 

comprises many Chief Directorates (CD), inter alia, specialised CD: Health, Education 

and General Infrastructure, and several support services CDs, inter alia; Strategic 

Management and Planning, Finance, SCM, etc.  These CDs further branch out into more 

specific functional directorates and sub-directories.  

The SCMU is one of the support services CDs, on the third management level and a 

component of the Finance Branch. For this study, the specifics of the other branches are 

irrelevant and are only mentioned to illustrate the flow of procurement administration 

from the top to the bottom of the organisational structure and vice versa. Therefore, the 

specific focus is on the CD SCM. 

 
Figure 4.1: DTPW Administrative Structure 

The SCMU consists of directorates, Logistics and Asset Management, Acquisition and 

Contract Management, and Governance and Demand Management. The management and 

administration of procurement functions exist within these directorates. In many 

instances, due to capacity scarcity within the SCMU, or for practical purposes, many 

procurement activities are decentralised into line functions.  

The DTPW has a large procurement portfolio in comparison to any of the twelve 

provincial departments in terms of processing complex tenders and managing 
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infrastructure projects (DTPW, 2020). The DTPW has a wide range of technical 

competencies (engineers, quantity surveyors, architects etc.) residing in line functions. 

The SCMU works closely with these technical officials to ensure that project-specific 

objectives are carried out in accordance with SCM regulations and policies, and therefore 

these officials are required to be well acquainted with these regulations and policies. 

Supply Chain Management compliance controls are key in proving SCM services; 

prescripts must be strictly applied to every procurement activity. The higher the value 

threshold of the procurement, the more complex the controls become.  

Procurement is still largely processed manually through a paper-based system. Most 

controls are in the form of templates and documents - which means that every aspect of 

the procurement process must be documented to ensure a detailed audit paper trail exists.  

For instance: when a procurement process starts, a file is physically created to store all 

tender requirements. A reference number is created manually and assigned to a file to add 

all regulatory and operational (hard copy) controls at each step in the process. The SCM 

official must ensure that all documentation pertaining to the controls and decisions is 

authorised by the relevant delegated authorities. Where evaluation is required, the official 

will notify the evaluator and committees and add their results to this file. Procurement 

documents are passed around to the various stakeholders involved in the process, either 

physically or by email. Once the procurement process is complete, the documents must 

be checked for completeness and filed away. This is but a reductionist description of the 

actual process. 

There is also segregation of duties among officials, as per the delegations, limits decisions 

and authorisations (Sections 44 and 56 of the PFMA, 1999 as amended in 2017). For every 

procurement process, a minimum of three officials are involved in a single procurement 

process (regardless of the threshold), namely: the compiler, verifier, and authoriser 

(Furthermore, the compiler ensures that all SCM controls are applied as per the prescribed 

governance forms and documents are complete and compiled into a single procurement 

pack. The Verifier double checks the compiler’s work and ensures that all requirements 

and controls are vetted. The authoriser is usually the last person in the minimal check and 

usually is also responsible for the approval of funds, according to the SCM delegations 

(National Treasury, 2003:28).   
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The higher the value threshold of the good and service to be procured, the more 

knowledgeable and skilled the compiler, verifier and authoriser needs to be.  For instance, 

informal procurement, which is the procurement of goods and services valued under 

R10 000, requires basic compliance checks and a relatively low amount of time, effort, 

and regulation to be applied. Procurement administration in this instance will be simple 

even though it does not go without challenges.  

Open bidding, also known as the bidding or tender process, which is procurement above 

R1000 000 (as recently adjusted by National Treasury, has a very lengthy procurement 

process, and requires complex regulatory compliance controls and administration. A 

reductionism illustration of the bid process is shown below. 

 

Figure 4.2: Procurement process 

 Sampling Strategy 

The participants were selected using a non-probability sampling method, specifically 

purposive sampling. In purposive sampling, the researcher relies on specific criteria to 

identify participants from the population (Mouton, 2016:101). These criteria are clear to 

the inclusion or exclusion of participants (Bryman and Bell, 2014:186) and are not entirely 

on the whim of the researcher, they are rather role-specific to ensure that the participant 

can be responsive to the research objectives. Nine SCM officials were interviewed from 

a population of fifty procurement officials within the SCMU. Participants had to have met 

the following criteria: 

a) The participant has a procurement administration or oversight designation within the 

SCMU of the DTPW. 

b) The secondary aim was to obtain a good representation of all available post-levels in 

the SCMU.  
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ROLE DESCRIPTORS 

Role Descriptors Relevant Positions Post 

Levels 

Role 1 – Administrative SCM Clerk   1-6 

Role 2 – Technical SCM Practitioner   7-8 

Role 3 – Supervisory (Tactical) Assistant Director & Deputy 

Director 

  9-12 

Table 2: SCM Competency Dictionary  (National Treasury, s.a.) 

c) Participation was entirely voluntary and therefore lower than expected (initially a 

sample of 30 individuals were approached), and although this research will miss the 

opportunity to obtain rich insights from a wider range of SCMU officials, all who 

accepted the invitation were included. 

A short sampling questionnaire was administered before the commencement of the 

interviews and completed by each interviewee. The questionnaire was anonymous and 

required no personal information that could link the participant to the responses provided. 

The purpose of the questionnaire was to verify that the sample selection criteria were met 

in the purposive sampling method. The questions were close-ended with Likert-scale 

answer selections based on their work experience and involvement in procurement 

activities (Annexure A: Sampling Questionnaire). According to Fid-Shaw (2020:366), 

questionnaires that take longer than thirty minutes are only appropriate when the 

respondents are highly motivated or incentivised through the research or by the researcher. 

The aim was therefore not to burden the respondent with a lengthy questionnaire, but to 

obtain sufficient information to validate the selection of the sample, whilst ensuring 

enthusiasm for the upcoming interview. The average time for the respondents to complete 

the questionnaire was ten minutes. 

 Data Collection Strategy 

Data was collected through semi-structured in-depth interviews conducted individually 

with each participant, with the use of an interview guide. A semi-structured in-depth 

interview is one in which the interviewer has a checklist of topic areas or questions. These 

questions were constructed in line with the research objectives.  

 Interview guide 

An interview guide with open-ended questions was used to ensure uniformity of questions 

and responses across all the interviews (Annexure B: Interview Guide). Open-ended 

questions are best suited to avoid biases, and they yield rich and in-depth feedback 
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(O'Sullivan et al., 2017). Open-ended questions must be constructed in a manner that 

minimises asking unnecessary and/or unclear questions (O'Sullivan et al., 2017). The 

disadvantages of open-ended questions are that they are “time-consuming to analyse and 

possibly useless if the respondent does not understand the questions they are answering” 

(O'Sullivan et al., 2017:222). 

Interviews were conducted on Microsoft Teams which is an electronic communication 

platform that enabled the researcher to audio-record and transcribe whilst interviewing the 

participants. On average, interviews took 40-60 minutes to conduct. A probing technique 

was employed to obtain near specific information, especially when the interviewee 

diverted from the topic. Probing is not a planned question, rather a technique to move the 

respondents towards answering the research intended question and not their interpretation 

of the question (Babbie and Mouton, 2017:253). The interviewee was provided with 

enough time to interpret the questions asked, process the demand, judge the answer, and 

formulate a response. No pressure was applied to the interviewee to respond faster. The 

aim was to provide an open environment for the participant to review their answers and 

substantiate them in their own time.   

From the onset of the interview, the research procedure and objectives were explained to 

each interviewee. The researcher guaranteed each interviewee’s confidentiality, even 

though the interview would exist on an audio-recording and a digital transcription 

document.  The advantage of doing an audio-recording and transcribing whilst conducting 

the interview was that it saved the researcher both time and effort - which could be used 

for the analysis, which was time-consuming.   

 Documented observations 

The researcher applied an autoethnographic approach that enabled her to draw on her own 

experiences and observations. These experiences and observations were documented as 

events took place, relevant to those questions asked to participants during the interviewing 

process. (Annexure C: Documented Observations Format). 

 Data analysis 

For this study, a thematic analysis was conducted, which according to Terry, Hayfield, 

Clarke and Braun (2017:17) “is a widely used tool to analyse qualitative research”. 

According to Braun and Clarke (2008:78), thematic analysis is a foundational strategy 
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that allows the researcher to focus on core aspects whilst collecting data. Although 

thematic analysis is a flexible analytical strategy, the researcher still needs a clear and 

concise criterion that ensures that they maintain direction.  

The key aspect of a theme is that it is not necessarily dependent on quantifiable measures 

but rather on whether it captures something important concerning the overall research 

question (Braun and Clarke, 2006:82). The case study enabled the researcher to identify 

details about how something happened and why it happened. A deductive approach was 

primarily used since the literature review was fundamental in identifying overarching 

themes to obtain a wider outlook on the research problem.  

The next phase of thematic analysis is to become familiar with the interview and 

documented observations (Terry et al., 2017).  

The phase of becoming familiar with data involves generating codes and creating the 

building blocks for analysis (Terry et al., 2017). Reading the data and familiarising oneself 

with every nuance of the data is a crucial first step to analysing qualitative data (Saldana, 

2021:9). According to Saldana (2021:9), a code is generated interpretations of the data 

collected, often expressed in words and phrases. Codes from the responses were identified 

and classified according to common first-level themes. The codes are then used to retrieve 

and group data that are similar in meaning so that the segments that relate to one another 

can quickly be found and clustered (Stuckey, 2015:7). As the coding progressed, 

similarities and patterns across the data were identified. The patterns that were identified 

were linked to the broader themes as identified in the literature.   

Lastly, writing up the findings offered the opportunity to “make changes that strengthen 

and effectively communicate the researcher’s story of the data” (Terry et al., 2017: 29).   

 Validity, Reliability and Trustworthiness 

 Validity 

Du Plooy (2001:28) states that “validity is the strict approximation of reality”. Validity 

also determines whether the research truly measured what was set out to be measured or 

how truthful the research findings are (Du Plooy, 2001:28). As this research deals with 

participants in their everyday working context, a semi-structured interview was applied, 

which could be low in internal validity but high in external validity. Therefore, to ensure 

validity, an interview guide was developed with open-ended questions, informed by both 
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the autoethnographic results and the literature review. Both the sampling questionnaire 

and the interview guide were used as tools to ensure that a uniform and standard approach 

was maintained and applied to each respondent. 

 Reliability 

Reliability means that the chosen measure must be stable and consistently applied across 

all respondents. “Reliability can be reduced when questions posed are vague, confusing, 

or simply irrelevant to the research objective” (Du Plooy, 2001:131). The researcher 

conducted all interviews personally to minimise the variation which could arise by using 

different interviewers. All respondents were treated the same and given the same questions 

to answer.   

 Trustworthiness 

Trustworthiness is an objectivity criterion that establishes neutrality of the findings 

(Babbie and Mouton, 2006:276). To establish trustworthiness; credibility, transferability, 

dependability, and confirmability are considered as decisive factors for the quality of the 

qualitative data (Babbie and Mouton, 2006:277). According to Babbie and Mouton 

(2006:276), credibility is determining whether the data “rings true”.  The researcher 

thereafter ensured that the content was correctly transcribed by listening to the audio-

recording again and compared it to the automatic transcription. Where there was 

uncertainty in the researcher understanding of the data, the respondent was telephonically 

contacted to confirm the researcher’s understanding of their response. Another criterion 

for credibility is triangulation. The best way to elicit the various and divergent 

constructions of reality that exists within a context of a study is to collect information 

about different events and relationships from different points of view. This means asking 

different questions, seeking different sources, and using different methods (Babbie and 

Mouton, 2006:277). Methodological triangulation was achieved through various data 

sources and from the various participants who experience the administrative burdens from 

different procurement vantage points – the researcher also gave an account of the 

observations, documented, and dated at the point of entry. 

Guba and Lincoln 1984 (in Babbie and Mouton, 2006:277) mention thick description as 

one of the strategies for transferability. The thick description was achieved in this study 

through the collection of detailed descriptions of the experiences of each procurement 

official. An investigation must give the reader the confidence that if it were to be replicated 
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with the same or similar participants in the same context, its results would be similar, 

which is related to the dependability of the data (Babbie and Mouton, 2006). 

Confirmability is the extent to which the results are the product of the focus of the 

investigation and not the biases of the researcher (Babbie and Mouton, 2006). The 

researcher, therefore, described the findings as expressed and described by the 

interviewee, stayed close to the actual data and reported it in that way. 

 Limitations of the study 

Considering the qualitative paradigm of this study, it is not logical to generalise its 

findings to other government Departments. This study was based on the administrative 

burdens of public procurement occurring in the Department of Transport and Public 

Works only. It will however be beneficial to conduct similar research in other public 

entities with a procurement function to broaden insight into this phenomenon. 

Another inherent limitation of qualitative research is that it is very time consuming 

(Mouton, 2016:151). This was particularly true with the data collection and analysis.   

This research was conducted during the covid-19 lockdown. Many of the targeted 

respondents backed out of participating due to personal losses and was too emotionally 

and mentally stressed to participate  

Lastly, an autoethnographic approach can potentially place professional and emotional 

harm onto the researcher because the researcher’s personal and public self-disclosures are 

the basis of analysis (Bryman and Bell, 2018:122). 

 Ethical considerations 

To use the DTPW as a case study, permission was obtained from the Head of Department 

(Annexure D: DTPW Ethics Approval) who is the ethics officer for research studies 

conducted on the department. Ethical clearance was then obtained from the Social, 

Behavioural and Education Research (REC: SBE) Committee (Annexure E: SPL Ethics 

Approval). A letter of information outlining the purpose of the study was given to each of 

the participants. Participation was voluntary and those who agreed to participate were 

asked to complete and sign a consent form (Annexure F: Informed Consent). As outlined 

in the informed consent, participants were guaranteed confidentiality and that they had the 

right to withdraw from the study anytime without harm. They were also informed that the 
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information given will be used for the study only. Furthermore, the findings will be made 

available to the participants of the study on request.  To protect the identities of the 

respondents, their names were withheld in the final written research report and the content 

they provided was stored in a password protected cloud storage, only accessible to the 

researcher. 

 Conclusion 

This chapter explained the rationale for the research design and methodology selected and 

described how they were applied. The next chapter provides the results obtained from the 

in-depth interviews with nine respondents as well as the researcher’s documented 

observations. This is then concluded by an analysis of the findings.  
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

 Overview 

This chapter presents the results from the sampling questionnaire, semi-structured 

interviews, and the researcher’s documented observations. The findings aimed to achieve 

the following objectives: 

a) Develop a conceptual framework linking individual non-pecuniary costs to the 

extent of the administrative burden, affecting the efficiency and effectiveness of 

procurement regulatory and policy implementation. 

b) To identify the perceived compliance costs of procurement officials when 

conducting procurement activities.  

c) To identify the perceived learning costs of procurement officials when conducting 

procurement activities. 

d) To identify the perceived psychological costs of procurement officials when 

conducting procurement activities.  

e) To identify ways in which to minimise the non-pecuniary costs of administrative 

burdens on individuals and organisations, and thereby enhance efficiency and 

effectiveness of the public procurement function. 

 Profile of Sampled Respondents 

The nine respondents completed a short sampling questionnaire that was based on their 

work profiles within the procurement function of the SCMU at the DTPW. 

(1) Highest qualification of respondents 

Three (3) respondents had a grade 12 or equivalent qualification; Two (2) respondents 

had a post grade 12 diploma. Four (4) respondents had a university degree. 

(2) Number of years’ work experience in public procurement 

One (1) respondent had 1.5 years of work experience in SCM. Three (3) respondents had 

3-4 years of work experience in SCM. Five (5) respondents had between 8-12 years of 

work experience in SCM. 

(3) Post levels 
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This study aimed to sample participants on all administrative post levels (refer to Table 

2). Three (3) respondents were on post level 5. Three (3) respondents were on post level 

7. Three (3) respondents were on post level 9.  

(4) Respondent’s involvement in procurement methodologies and processes 

Respondents indicated their involvement in procurement methodologies and activities. 

Each respondent could be involved in more than one procurement method and/or activity 

(Refer to Chapter 2, para 2.3.1.2 for clarity). 

(5) Informal procurement method  

The respondents indicated their involvement in the informal procurement method 

(quotations requested from three different suppliers registered on the Central Supplier 

Database) which consists of a procurement value threshold of R10 000 or lower: 

• Planning needs/ Demand analysis: 5  

• Compile procurement documentation: 7  

• Verify compliance of procurement documentation: 9  

• Authorise/Approve spending: 2  

• Audit pre/post audits: 2  

• Other: 0 

(6) Formal quotations  

The respondents indicated their involvement in the formal procurement method 

(obtaining quotations through the e-procurement system from as many suppliers 

registered on the Central Supplier Database) which, at the time of conducting the 

questionnaire, consisted of a procurement value threshold above ZAR 10 001 but lower 

ZAR 500 000. 

• Planning needs/ Demand analysis: 4  

• Compile procurement documentation: 6  

• Verify compliance of procurement documentation: 9  

• Authorise/Approve spending: 3  

• Audit pre/post audits: 3  

• Other: 0 

(7) Competitive (Open) bidding process  

The respondents indicated their involvement in the competitive or open bidding process 

which, at the time of the questionnaire, consisted of a procurement value threshold of 

ZAR 500 001 and more. 

• Planning needs/ Demand analysis: 2  
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• Compile procurement documentation: 4  

• Verify compliance of procurement documentation: 5  

• Authorise/Approve spending: 2  

• Audit pre/post audits: 3  

• Other: 1  

(8) Limited bidding process 

The respondents indicated their involvement in the limited bidding process. 

• Planning needs/ Demand analysis: 2  

• Compile procurement documentation: 6  

• Verify compliance of procurement documentation: 5  

• Authorise/Approve spending: 2  

• Audit pre/post audits: 3  

• Other: 0 

(9) Emergency procurement 

The respondents indicated their involvement in the emergency bidding process. 

• Planning needs/ Demand analysis: 3  

• Compile procurement documentation: 6  

• Verify compliance of procurement documentation: 6  

• Authorise/Approve spending: 3  

• Audit pre/post audits: 2  

• Other: 1 

(10) Process purchase orders 

• Never: 1  

• Seldom: 1  

• Often: 3  

• Always: 3 

• No answer provided: 1 

(11) Process work orders 

• Never: 3  

• Seldom: 0  

• Often: 1  

• Always: 4 

• No answer provided: 1  

(12) Compile a bid document 

• Never: 2  

• Seldom: 2  

• Often: 3  

• Always: 2  

(13) Report on monthly procurement activities 
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• Never: 1  

• Seldom: 1  

• Often: 2  

• Always: 5 

(14) Conduct SCM post audits 

• Never: 3  

• Seldom: 1  

• Often: 2  

• Always: 3 

 

The data collected from the sampling questionnaire proves that all nine respondents met 

the minimum sampling criteria: the participants have procurement administrative or 

oversight designations within the SCMU at the DTPW and are involved in procurement 

activities.  

 Interviews and documented observations 

Every respondent answered fifteen (15) questions, based on procurement administration 

functions. Each respondent responded to the same set of questions in a way that relates to 

their procurement function (respondents had different post levels and job descriptions).  

During coding, common sub-themes emerged and were grouped to form categories. These 

categories were labelled to best represent the content in each category. The format in 

which the results will be presented is by theme and category. Also, the researcher shares 

her own experiences and observations of each category. The themes and categories are 

summed up in Table 3 below: 

Theme Category 

Compliance Costs • Regulatory framework and implementation 

• Procurement operations  

• Procurement planning  

• Communication and information sharing 

• Capacity and workload 

Learning Costs • Learning mediums 

• Lack of SCM knowledge and skills 

Psychological Costs • Low employee morale 

• Lack of motivation 
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Theme Category 

Minimising 

administrative burdens 

• Through existing technology 

• Future technological advancements 

Table 3: Theme and Categories 

 Compliance costs  

The theme compliance costs are represented by five categories that impact the severity of 

administrative burdens in public procurement, namely: the regulatory framework and 

implementation, procurement operations, procurement planning, communication, and 

information sharing, and lastly, capacity and workload. 

 Regulatory framework and implementation 

Compliance costs were identified in the respondents’ experiences, within the regulatory 

framework of SCM, when performing procurement duties. All nine respondents indicated 

that they feel that the system is overregulated in terms of the high levels of compliance 

controls in every procurement process. The respondents also indicated that there are 

knowledge and awareness gaps of SCM regulations, policies, delegations, and processes 

within the SCMU and the line functions, to whom they render a procurement service.  

Respondent 6 noted that non-compliance is often caused by misinterpretation of 

regulations. The respondent further raised ethical concerns with regards to some of the 

decisions made on procurement, based on the subjectivity of SCM officials. Respondents 

2 and 3 noted that regulation changes are often communicated poorly and often only after 

the officials are in violation of the rules. Respondent 8 noted that officials who have been 

assigned to forums (e.g., SCM, CIDB, etc.) do not necessarily share information obtained 

from those forums with their team members and often valuable information pertaining to 

the implementation of rules comes from discussions in those forums. 

(a) Accounting Officer System 

The Accounting Officer System (AOS) is a customised departmental SCM policy 

(stemming from the policy guide of National and Provincial Treasury). Accounting 

Officers were required to establish and develop an AOS bespoke to their department – 

which resulted in a policy document made available to all departmental officials. 

Respondents were asked how often they consult the AOS handbook for implementation 

guidance.  
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Three respondents noted that they had a good understanding of the AOS and handbook, 

three noted that they were not well acquainted with the AOS and do not consult it often 

enough and three did not know of the existence of the AOS. Respondents 4, 6 and 8 noted 

that most SCM and other departmental officials (particularly senior officials who must be 

acquainted) are not even aware of the existence of an AOS, nor the policy handbook.  

Observations from the researcher’s log noted: 

The AO must dedicate certain SCM officials to ensure that this handbook, which was last 

updated with its establishment in 2014, is updated and made relevant to the procurement 

rules of the day. The changes in regulations make it nearly impossible to keep up – the 

AOS is, therefore, a vital source if the document was updated frequently enough. 

A single source for guidance, such as this handbook, is necessary. In my view, this policy 

should be updated regularly and uploaded onto one online platform or shared drive that 

all departmental officials have access to. No one should work off their versions as it might 

be outdated by a day. This might not even be enough to ensure alignment and consistency 

of regulatory and policy implementation, but it is the best available option at the moment.  

(Documented, 28 May 2021) 

Six respondents indicated that line functions are also not very knowledgeable about the 

SCMU structure and handbook, and other procurement policies and procedures. The 

respondents noted that building awareness throughout the entire department on SCM 

processes, policies and procedures would assist the SCMU with ensuring compliance. 

Respondents felt that the end-user (line functions) often do not sympathise with the length 

and detail of a procurement process because they are ignorant of the rules and procedures. 

This largely hinders the relationship between the SCMU and the end-user. Respondent 5 

noted that another reason for the line functions to understand procurement procedures and 

regulations is to be cognisant of the implications of signing procurement documents 

because they often do not know what to check for when they sign.  

Observations from the researcher’s log support these statements: 

Line functions are not aware of the procurement rules, regulations and processes, and this 

makes it much harder for them to collaborate and cooperate with the SCMU in 

procurement processes. Expectations could also be better managed if line functions 

understood the timelines related to each procurement phase or step. It is, however, the 

function of the SCMU to communicate the rules and processes to the line functions. In 

my experience as an SCM official, the line functions are in the dark. There is often role 
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ambiguity among SCM officials as to who is responsible for informing the department. 

(Documented, 28 August 2021) 

In this category, respondents highlighted the challenges of inadequate awareness or 

knowledge of SCM regulations and policies within the SCMU and the rest of the 

department. This raises concerns about the proper implementation of the rules and 

procedures. The knowledge gap and uncertainties increase the intensity of compliance and 

psychological costs. 

 Procurement operations 

(a) Procurement processes 

When procurement is initiated, a hard copy file is created by an SCM official who must 

ensure that all documents pertaining to the procurement methodology are compiled, 

complete and compliant as explained in section 4.3.  

Respondents were asked to provide their opinion of the procurement process (in terms of 

the work method used to process). All nine respondents described the process as outdated, 

manual, paper-based, as well as labour and time-intensive. The consensus was that the 

paper volumes are overbearing and, in many instances, an exaggeration of the 

procurement risk.  

When asked about the causes of the paper loads, Respondent 9 noted that it is due to 

legislative and policy requirements. These controls are mandatory for the sake of 

maintaining strict audit trails. Four respondents indicated that the volumes of paper can 

be attributed to outdated work methods, poor workflow, and lack of coherence in the 

system, causing duplication of information and effort. Respondent 1 particularly noted 

that there is no proper filtration of information throughout the various procurement steps 

– often updated information is added and the outdated is not removed from a file – this 

causes confusion.  

(b) Filing  

Five respondents noted that the burden of filing physical documents and locating 

information from paper sources makes searching for information labour intensive and 

time-consuming. Accumulating large volumes of paper for each tender process is further 

complicated by the lack of physical space for storage. Furthermore, five respondents 

described the safekeeping of procurement documents as unorganised and not well-
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managed. They also noted that original compliance documents often go missing from the 

tender file.  Respondent 7 noted that it takes a lot of time to find missing files – and this 

happens frequently.  

Respondent 6 emphasised that there was never a more critical time to move into a digital 

space. It is becoming more critical with increasing compliance controls, while capacity 

stays the same (as agreed by most of the respondents). Respondent 6 further noted that 

compliance information is kept in paper form and, in most instances, is the only 

information readily available: 

We hope that information that was created at some point in time still exists, is in a readable 

condition and is in the right location. Whatever information is not in those files is then 

deemed not to be done – even if it could have been done. This usually causes a frenzy 

during audits when documents are missing and the person who was deemed responsible 

left the institution and is no longer there to sign the work, they have checked.  

(c) Internal controls 

Seven respondents noted that there are too many rules and too many controls for each rule 

in procurement processes. Five respondents indicated that compliance with these rules is 

not vetted well enough. Respondent 8 noted that even though there are many compliance 

controls, these controls are often incomplete or incorrectly implemented. Four 

respondents noted that there are inconsistencies with the compliance controls. According 

to respondent 6, “…the most challenging part is the fact that we are not relying on the 

[compliance] document in front of us. There could be newer versions of the same 

document and one never knows if it is the most recent”. Respondent 6 further stated that 

the average official does not know what compliance looks like - what would improve 

compliance is if the legislation pertaining to that control was clearly stated on the related 

document or form. In this way, the officials compiling the information would understand 

which regulation they should adhere to, and any user of the information thereafter would 

be able to identify what they are looking for or reading at first glance. 

Respondents 8 and 9 noted that non-compliance goes undetected for long periods and is 

too often only discovered after the fact when irregularity has already been committed. 

Respondents 1 and 6 noted, because all information is obtained from paper, “we never 

know how far a process is, we cannot track a process from the paper”. Respondent 6 

further indicated that procurement operations are not agile – time inefficiency is a major 
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obstacle to ensuring the timeous delivery of goods and services – time efficiency is 

dependent on the official in charge of steering the process. 

Observations from the researcher’s log:  

The paper system does not allow for synchronisation of the various steps in the 

procurement processes, hence there is a lot of duplication of a document, physical effort 

and compliance checks. Often, the one hand does not know what the other is doing. When 

one opens a tender file, it takes a while to make sense of the information presented in the 

file. Firstly, there is an imaginary order - the checklist in the front of the document gives 

the reader some sort of guidance of what documents are in the file, however, often these 

checklists are outdated and not aligned with current regulations. Secondly, the same 

control often looks different - for instance, the BEC report looks different in every file 

and is difficult to identify. Compliance forms and documents are poorly labelled, signed 

and dated. The design of these controls is poor and needs to be revised – innovation is 

required. This adds to both compliance and psychological costs – resources such as time, 

effort and mental energy are required to navigate through and verify the information in 

the procurement document – which is often a waste of resources. (Documented, 4 

September 2021) 

(d) Record-keeping 

Record-keeping forms an integral and mandatory part of SCM compliance. It is 

particularly important to keep information organised and readily available to give effect 

to the PAIA (3 of 2000). In addition, reporting on procurement activities is a fundamental 

function of any public organisation accountable for reporting on public spending and 

progress. Reporting is a regulatory requirement, and departmental accounting officers are 

required to report on, inter alia, procurement deviations, supplier/bidder complaints and 

non-compliance. 

Respondents were asked to describe their challenges with maintaining complete, accurate 

and compliant records of their procurement activities in a system that is highly manual 

and paper-based. Several different challenges were highlighted; however, these 

challenges were experienced by most respondents.  

Five respondents noted that capturing information after a procurement process has been 

completed is tedious, and mistakes and errors occur. Respondents 1 and 7 noted that while 

information relevant to new purchase orders is captured, there is a requirement for 

repeated data (e.g., supplier information). Respondent 6 noted that, from a compliance 
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perspective, in terms of what Provincial Treasury requires, there are no formal guidelines 

on what and how much detail must be reported, causing some degree of uncertainty and 

inconsistency. Respondents 2 and 3 also indicated that reporting does not take place 

regularly as required and reports were submitted only when reminded on a two-monthly 

basis.  

Observations from the researcher’s log notes: 

I was responsible for consolidating procurement data every month. Each procurement 

official had to submit their procurement activities for the month on an MS Excel 

spreadsheet that has prescribed data fields. Through my observations, I noted that 

procurement records are poorly captured and maintained. Procurement officials often do 

not submit their procurement data and when they do, it often contains numerous 

typographical and format errors (I think it is primarily because they are not skilled to work 

on Excel and use its shortcuts).  In my view, capturing data frequently, as required is an 

outdated exercise. At the time of documenting this record, no digital operating system was 

available to feed data into a metadata system from the time the data is created for the first 

time so that the various users of this information could retrieve the data when required. 

All users keep on capturing the same data repeatedly, compromising data integrity. 

Reporting includes a data capturing exercise; officials tend to dislike the data capturing 

task, and often procrastinate the task and lack the motivation to perform it properly. 

Additionally, no system exists for the SCMU to track progress in any of its procurement 

activities. (Documented, 10 June 2021). 

In conclusion, the respondents described procurement as a paper-based, manual, labour 

and time-intensive function. All procurement information is stored in paper format – data 

on procurement is therefore not digitally searchable, making it difficult to track progress 

and detect non-compliance. Lack of coherence and filtration of information throughout 

the system cause duplication of information. The paper-based system also makes reporting 

challenging – data is not captured in real-time, compromising its integrity. This category 

provides a better perspective of the severity of administrative burdens borne from the 

status quo of the procurement system. Human error is inevitable due to the very nature of 

the system. However, both the problem and solution are practical and can be resolved with 

the right skillset. These findings relate to both pecuniary and non-pecuniary costs. Non-

pecuniary costs in terms of time, effort and/or frustration are high but are ignored by the 

organisation because they are not quantified. While new electronic systems are costly in 
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monetary terms to implement, they may well reduce these non-monetary costs 

significantly, as well as boost delivery performance. 

 Procurement planning 

The accounting officer must ensure the proper execution of annual procurement planning 

(Provincial Treasury, 2019:42). Four respondents noted that there is insufficient and poor 

communication of procurement plans from the line functions to the SCMU. These 

respondents further noted that the procurement plans and changes thereto are poorly 

communicated to the SCMU. Respondent 6 noted that there is no proper linkage between 

the budget and the procurement plan. Three respondents noted that demand management 

is often poor, and not timeously conducted. Budget holders often deviate from what was 

originally approved and items are sneaked into the procurement plans – making it difficult 

for the procurement function to deal with the volumes of unplanned procurement. 

Respondent 5 indicated that the unplanned procurement requests have a major impact on 

compliance because the unplanned goods and services are almost always marked as 

urgent. Respondent 5 noted, “we quickly have to help somebody and compromise on the 

rules.” 

Respondent 8 noted that unplanned procurement often results in a deviation from default 

procurement methods, which is deemed as uncompetitive behaviour. Respondent 8 further 

noted that SCM officials often feel forced to conform to these deviations (even when they 

do not agree) to prevent the department from failing to meet service delivery objectives. 

However, the SCM official often must suffer the consequences during audits.  

Observations from the researcher’s log notes: 

Procurement planning is not properly enforced in the department. Procurement plans are 

inadequately communicated from line to the SCMU. There is no proper management of 

this mechanism. Furthermore, planning is not the only issue, it is also the lack of 

coherence and fragmentation of the entire procurement system from start to end. 

Procurement plans which are not well thought through, or are unrealistic or of poor 

quality, places more pressure on the SCMU (Practitioners having to double-check 

quantities, product information etc so that the market can respond accordingly).  

There is an inadequate operating system that can monitor all the different parts of the 

procurement process, from planning to execution (causing serious misalignments) – the 

progress on the execution of procurement plans is therefore always uncertain. 

(Documented, 1 September 2021) 
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In conclusion, respondents noted that communicating procurement plans adds value to the 

procurement process – in terms of preparation and execution by the SCMU. Unplanned 

procurement and poor communication of the changes to the plans increase compliance 

and psychological costs.   

 Communication and information sharing  

Effective communication and information sharing are vital for learning and compliance 

within the SCMU components (Acquisition and Contract Management, Governance and 

Demand Management, and Logistics and Asset Management) as their role is to guide and 

enforce governance in procurement processes. Proper communication and information 

sharing are also important amid the SCMU and line functions (end-users), for example, 

sharing of procurement planning. In addition, SCM officials within specific functional 

teams, especially when working on the same procurement process, must agree on how 

activities should be carried out. Respondents were asked to share their experiences with 

communication, and the availability and accessibility of procurement information in these 

contexts.  

Seven respondents indicated that there is generally a poor communication and information 

sharing culture between the SCMU components and within the SCMU teams, as well as 

between the SCMU and the line functions. This affects the relationship between officials 

needing the services and those procuring the services. This also impacts the level of 

transparency of procurement decisions and actions. 

Respondent 1 noted that communication among SCM officials, and between SCM 

officials and the line functions can be very unprofessional at times. SCM officials do not 

see themselves as acquisitions and provisioning support to the line functions. Line 

functions are often frustrated with the SCMU because they are often sent from one place 

to another with little help or advice on procurement processes and decisions. This was 

supported by Respondents 5, 6 and 7 who indicated that there is often miscommunication 

between line and the SCMU about procurement processes and decisions. 

Respondent 6 also noted that there is a lack of a healthy workflow relationship between 

the three SCMU components concerning planning, communicating pertinent information, 

or strategising. The respondent stated that: 
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We are a unit but very separate. The three components never collaborate on their approach 

to a new regulation so that we are all on the same page and ensure that we are 

comprehensive in terms of our application in all the various scopes of works. 

Respondents were asked how they experience information sharing. Seven respondents 

indicated that there is a poor information-sharing culture within the SCMU. Information 

is neither centralised nor accessible. Respondent 4 noted that there is a persistent silo 

mentality within the SCMU; there is no coherence in how information is built from start 

to end. Four respondents noted that the SCMU does not share too many details regarding 

their procurement processes because they do not want to be challenged on it. Respondent 

8 noted, “officials keep information to themselves and this affects workflow.”  

Observations from the researcher’s log: 

In my experience, communication and information sharing are not valued and prioritised 

in the SCMU, compromising transparency and accountability. How available information 

depends on the person steering the procurement process. I have experienced many 

instances where information is stored on an official’s computer and when that person is 

absent, the information could not be accessed when urgently required. This delays 

workflow and progress. 

Information in the SCMU is not central and accessible. SCM officials generally work in 

silos. Data is often not consolidated and readily available. I find this to be impractical 

considering that there are ways to protect data while sharing it. The SCMU consists of 

three components that are fragmented. Applications like My Content and One Drive 

(share drives and cloud storage) are available, however, are not used optimally for their 

intended purpose. Management information is therefore restricted due to silos and 

fragmentation. Managers do not enforce better communication and information sharing 

and the problem, therefore, continues to persist – I do not know how they make decisions 

without adequate information. Enforcing centralisation of information could make 

officials less reliable on one another, encourage coherence and transparency in the system, 

and improve compliance. (Documented, 10 September 2021) 

In conclusion, all nine respondents indicated that they are generally unhappy with the lack 

of communication and information sharing, and view this as a hindrance to performance. 

This category revealed that learning through communication and information sharing is 

insufficient and intensifies compliance and psychological costs. Be clearer about costs. 

 Capacity and workload 
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The accounting officer or accounting authority must ensure that capacity exists within the 

institution to prevent and detect matters of non-compliance concerning supply chain 

management prescripts (Provincial Treasury, 2019:32). Seven respondents indicated that 

the procurement function is understaffed resulting in a heavy workload; four noted that 

work is also unfairly distributed among existing procurement officials with similar 

functions, compromising efficiency and effectiveness when executing procurement 

processes. Three respondents indicated that officials who are more proactive and efficient 

in processing procurement are always expected to do more. Managers are not inclined to 

deal with lazy officials and there are often no consequences for their inefficiencies. Four 

respondents indicated that SCM officials often work above their level of delegated 

authority due to the incapacity of the procurement office.   

Respondent 9 noted that mechanical tasks are often performed by middle-level 

management officials due to the capacity shortage – e.g., stamping procurement 

documents (From July to August 2021, more than 500 tender offers were received, 

consisting of no less than 100 pages each, which had to be certified and date stamped by 

SCM officials).  

In conclusion, this category, capacity shortage and unfair work distributions add to the 

intensity and severity of compliance and psychological costs.  

 Learning costs  

Learning is fundamental in a highly regulated environment such as the SCMU. A 

workplace becomes a learning environment when the environment becomes conducive to 

learning. This theme, learning costs, is represented by two categories that influence 

learning in an SCM environment, namely: learning mediums and retaining SCM 

knowledge (transfer of information from one official to another). 

 Learning mediums 

Respondents were asked about their learning experiences in the procurement environment, 

i.e., how they stay acquainted with regulations and what they deem to be the most effective 

mediums for learning.  

Respondents indicated that they learn through various learning mediums, however, the 

mediums enforced by their managers are inadequate. Five respondents indicated that 

regulatory and policy changes are primarily communicated through internal 
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communication (email), however, they do not always have the time to read these emails 

and often miss valuable information they ought to know. They further indicated that 

communicating new regulations, policies or instructions via email, and being expected to 

read and make sense of it on their own is not enough. Management should empower 

officials through formal discussions and deliberations on the implementation of the 

changes. Respondent 6 noted that learning through collaboration and internal SCM 

colloquiums would be valuable but is lacking:  

The three components which make up the SCMU all get the same communication about 

the instructions or changes in requirements, etc., but there is never a collaboration between 

the three units of their approach to this change so that we are all on the same page and 

ensure that we are comprehensive in terms of our application in all the various scopes of 

works. 

All nine respondents indicated that training and revival on existing policies are highly 

required. Three respondents indicated that they learn best through observing someone 

with years of experience, who is willing to teach. However, very few knowledgeable 

officials are willing to train less experienced staff. Respondent 6 indicated that the 

problem for new recruits in the SCMU is that there is no induction programme or training; 

officials have to take the initiative to learn SCM on their own without any assistance.  

Respondent 4 noted, in his experience as a facilitator, that SCM officials generally do not 

want to sit in a lengthy and boring discussion of policy implementation and advised that 

interactive videos would be more suitable. This was supported by three other respondents. 

Respondent 8, however, noted that there is a negative attitude toward learning. Officials 

do not want their time to be taken up by any learning initiatives. 

Observations from the researcher’s log noted: 

In my experience, through auditing procurement documents, I can often tell that there are 

knowledge and skills gaps based on the quality of tender information provided. Every 

SCM official must obtain extensive training on SCM and at least a revival course every 

year thereafter. I have learnt that many officials do not like reading, I, therefore, do not 

deem it to be an effective awareness or knowledge medium when information is passed 

on via email. I feel that discussions need to be held about how implementation ought to 

be so that all implementers are on one page. (Documented, 4 September 2021) 

In conclusion, responses indicate that there is inadequate awareness and knowledge of 

procurement and SCM regulations. Learning is not encouraged and enforced enough. 
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Respondents indicated that they are required to read with no further implementation 

support from management. All respondents support the need for intensive SCM training 

of all SCM officials. 

 Retaining SCM knowledge 

Five respondents raised the challenge that there is no succession planning. Supply Chain 

Management officials that have been in the unit for years and have gathered a wealth of 

institutional and SCM knowledge over many years of service to the department, do not 

pass on their knowledge to other SCM officials. Respondent 2 indicated that this problem 

negatively affects work continuity. Even when it is known that an official is leaving, there 

are no plans to ensure that the legacy of that person remains in the institution. Respondents 

8 and 9 noted that the officials with long tenure hold onto their knowledge so that there is 

a dependency from the department to use them as consultants after retirement; others do 

it out of spite. 

In conclusion to the theme of learning costs, respondents felt that they lack knowledge, 

and require training to improve compliance with procurement procedures and regulations. 

Several respondents further noted that the department does not prioritise the retention of 

knowledge.   

 Psychological Costs 

Psychological costs are barriers to compliance and learning. The theme, psychological 

costs, is represented by two categories: employee morale and employee motivation. 

 Employee morale 

An employee that is satisfied and motivated at the workplace tend to have higher morale 

than their counterparts. When asked about what hinders procurement workflow. 

Respondents indicated that the attitude and behaviour of SCM officials affect operational 

performance. 

Nine respondents indicated that there tends to be persistent low employee morale in the 

SCM environment. Respondents noted that this is evident in the often display of 

unprofessional behaviour, poor communication among officials, poor work quality 

produced, and lack of accountability and responsibility. This is further inflated by office 

politics. These are the few observations obtained during the interviews.  
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Five respondents indicated that the SCM environment is hostile. There is a negative 

relationship among SCM officials, and between SCM officials and the line functions. 

Respondent 1 noted that this affects the relationship between officials who want to work 

optimally and those who do not. Respondents 6 and 8 indicated that the attitude is often 

reflected in the manner in which important documents are handled.  Three respondents 

noted that SCM officials have a negligent attitude toward their work because there are 

rarely consequences imposed directly on them. They, therefore, do not learn from their 

mistakes.  Participant 8 further noted: 

Officials don’t take responsibility to ensure that their procurement administration is in 

order. I feel that these challenges are mostly due to negligence. SCM officials place 

themselves in a relaxation mode – they feel they have been in the system for a long time 

and the chances are slim that their negligence will be surfaced and dealt with. There is 

this attitude that the government, in general, takes a long to detect an issue. So, the 

impression that I often get from other SCM officials is that they feel there are no 

consequences to bear, and this feeds their negligent behaviour.   

Respondent 6 indicated that the officials’ behaviour is a manifestation of the frustrations 

of their working conditions, in terms of workload and unfair compensation. This is evident 

in the ongoing grievance that is still not been resolved since 2016. According to 

Respondent 1, officials just refuse to do more than they should. Respondent 6 noted that 

officials do not take constructive criticism, and this makes it hard to realise improvement. 

Respondents 1, 6 and 9 indicated that SCM officials feel threatened by each other. 

Respondent 1 noted that “SCM officials come across as though their self-esteem is 

threatened or their possible promotion - that might come in five years is threatened. So, 

they don’t share knowledge and information.” 

Respondent 2 noted that it is difficult to work under these circumstances because some 

team members are very condescending when they are asked for help. Three respondents 

noted that there is often favouritism in work processing. Respondent 5 noted that the 

relationship between officials has a huge impact on work and one is often forced to engage 

in politics. Respondent 5 noted that “if people don't have a relationship with you, they 

sometimes just push your stuff to the side. But if you have a relationship with him, then 

they process your things.” 

The responses indicated that employee morale is an important aspect in ensuring that the 

organisation reaches its procurement objectives in a compliant manner. Employee morale 
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is a good indicator of the psychological costs relating to the environmental stressors and 

the response of the employees towards these stressors. Employee morale is twofold, and 

findings show that it is both the cause and effect of administrative burdens. 

 Motivation 

Motivation can have both a positive and negative connotation. On the one hand, officials 

could possess a positive drive to perform a task well (there are incentives or rewards to 

perform well). In contrast, officials can be poorly motivated by the conditions of the task 

irrespective of incentives or due to lack of incentives (whether monetary or not), and 

therefore react negatively towards a given task or to work in general.  

This study has revealed that SCM officials lack motivation. This was indicated by all 9 

respondents. Six respondents indicated that since the performance bonuses have been 

terminated in 2020, and with the cessation of notch increases, SCM officials felt less 

motivated to perform. Respondent 1 noted that this has not only negatively impacted the 

SCM officials’ willingness to perform their tasks accurately and timeously but has also 

caused a bad relationship with their managers.  Respondent 1 also noted that if there are 

no monetary incentives, officials are bound to perform poorly – especially if there are no 

consequences for poor performance. 

Respondent 2 noted that she feels motivated through acknowledgement. Procurement 

administration is often a thankless job and acknowledgement is sometimes all that is 

needed for her. Respondents 2 and 3 noted that they feel that there is a stigma attached to 

government administrators - that they are generally perceived as lazy and that it is 

demotivating. 

Respondents 2 and 3 also indicated that due to a lack of support from team members, they 

feel demotivated to do anything. The fear of doing something wrong makes them not want 

to act at all.  Respondent 7 noted that officials just accept the status quo because nothing 

has changed in years.  Eight respondents agreed that monetary incentives play an 

important role in individual performance.  

Observations from the researcher’s log noted: 

Through my observations, I don’t think monetary incentives are the only drive for 

performance. I agree it can be a motivating factor for a short period, but it’s not sustainable 

in a public procurement environment. The work quality proved this before the bonuses 

were removed. Work quality remained the same since. Officials are often aggrieved by 
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environmental stressors such as workload, shortage of capacity, unfair work distribution 

and high compliance costs. 

Officials lack being performance managed and work progress is not adequately monitored 

within the SCMU. It is therefore very difficult to prove performance. (Documented, 20 

August 2021) 

In conclusion, identifying what motivates individuals to perform can improve 

organisational efficiency and effectiveness. The majority of responses showed that 

monetary incentives are a key driver to improving operational performance. Several 

respondents felt that SCM officials do not take accountability and responsibility for their 

tasks, and do not face consequences, therefore non-compliance persists. Employee morale 

and motivation are important factors in identifying psychological costs. 

 Minimisation of administrative burdens through technology 

To minimise the severity of administrative burdens and enhance the way procurement 

administration is conducted (smarter, faster, and practical), the root causes of both 

compliance and learning barriers in public procurement need to be tackled. This section 

focuses on technology and the responses to existing and possible future technological 

advances as a basis for managing change. This is particularly relevant as organisations are 

striving to participate in the fourth industrial revolution which represents a fundamental 

change in the way they function. This theme is presented in two categories: the use of 

existing technology and future technological advances.  

 The use of existing technology 

Observations from the researcher’s log notes:  

When I started working at the department in November 2018, the first thing I noticed is 

how paper and manual intensive the procurement system is in terms of processes, 

workflow and controls. The SCMU does not currently have a digital operating system for 

procurement that provides progress information on procurement activity, nor houses 

metadata for various reporting types. Even with the absence of an operating system, there 

were technological tools available that could help to improve workflow and centralise 

information (My Content and One Drive). 

Technology is not encouraged, not enforced (rather optional), irrespective of the cost of 

making that technology available. Officials often deem the technology as not user-

friendly. In most cases, through my interactions with SCM officials, many were not 
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comfortable with technology, nor possessed the skill to utilise it on their own. Younger 

SCM officials were more open to learning technology but the older officials were not. 

This is what I encountered with my inquiry. (Documented, 1 August 2021)  

Respondents were asked how they feel about utilising these tools. Five respondents 

indicated that many SCM officials are not technology savvy and will not easily try new 

things if it is optional.  

Four respondents indicated that they were not aware of the Office 365 and One Drive 

application before Covid-19. It was only introduced to them with the commencement of 

remote working. Respondents were more familiar with My Content as a shared space, 

however, five respondents noted that it is not user-friendly, hence they do not prefer to 

use the application. Respondent 2 noted in particular:  

…sometimes the technological tools are there but sometimes it doesn’t work well so we 

move back into our manual and old ways of working so we at least have progress 

regardless of how long it takes. We just want to get things done. 

Five respondents indicated that waiting for physical signatures from delegated authorities 

often disrupts workflow. When respondents were asked why they did not make use of the 

PDF digital signature function before Covid-19, six of them responded that they did not 

know this option was available before remote working due to Covid-19. Respondent 4 

noted, 

Many of the SCM officials are – I won’t say computer illiterate, but they are not very tech-

savvy.  So, we are dealing with SCM officials that struggle with basic software issues like 

MS Excel or MS Word. So how are they going to adapt to a procurement digital system if 

they can’t do those basic things? … also, what I don’t see is training in those areas to get 

them to utilise the tools we have available. They are inadequate with the readily available 

tools as well.  

 Future technological advances 

Respondents were asked what the general response from SCM officials would be to digital 

enhancements in procurement operations. Four respondents noted that technology will 

minimise administrative burdens significantly and they will personally welcome digital 

enhancements but have little faith that it will be generally accepted by the rest of the 

SCMU. Respondents 1 and 4 noted that a digital procurement system will mean that 

officials will be held accountable for many of the procurement activities that they are now 

performing in isolation, and they do not want to be challenged in that way.  Respondent 4 
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noted that digital change means less manipulation of the procurement system and that is 

not always what they want. Three respondents noted that technological advances were 

introduced before but poorly implemented. They, therefore, do not have trust in 

enhancements.  

Respondent 7 indicated that it will not be welcomed at all,  

I think when systems change in the SCMU, officials get angry. Because now they are so 

used to doing it on a specific system and then when you introduce something new, they 

must learn something new. It's more the fact that they must learn how to use the new 

systems. I think that puts them off. Or they would feel they now need to learn to navigate 

around it. 

Eight respondents noted that change management is pivotal for transitioning to any 

technological advancement in procurement operations.  

 Conclusion 

The findings indicate that the procurement administrative system, which is characterised 

as manual and paper-based, gave rise to compliance costs. This makes procurement 

administration to be labour intensive, time-consuming, and stressful. The results further 

show that SCM officials are burdened by the ever-changing and increasing regulatory 

demands. Furthermore, compliance costs are increased by poor procurement planning, 

low employee capacity and unfair work distribution.  

Learning costs include the individual’s experience with learning mediums, the 

effectiveness of the learning mediums, and their impact thereof on the understanding of 

SCM regulations and policies as they apply to the performance of daily tasks. It was 

highlighted that the ordinary SCM official does not read the regulations as often as they 

should, therefore, communicating regulatory changes only via email is ineffective. Other 

learning mediums, inter alia; verbal communication by leading staff members, and 

informal and formal training methodologies should be used in conjunction with email 

communication. Moreover, frequent updates on SCM regulations and policies are 

necessary to keep officials abreast of the new developments.  Also, it was emphasised that 

while learning is important, it should not add to the existing administrative burdens. 

Psychological costs emerged as barriers to compliance and learning (e.g., the officials' 

unwillingness or neglect to comply). The attitude of individuals was either a result of the 
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administrative burden, or administrative burdens are often caused by the attitudes of 

officials. Common themes surfaced during the data collection, such as low employee 

morale, lack of motivation to improve performance and frustration with the working 

environment.    

Lastly, while respondents were receptive to technological advances in procurement, 

change management was viewed as essential to its success. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Overview 

This chapter presents the discussion and conclusions of this study in line with the research 

objectives. Furthermore, recommendations made, are based on the findings of the study.  

The research objectives were achieved  as follows: 

a) A conceptual framework was developed, linking individual non-pecuniary costs to the 

extent of the administrative burden that affects the efficiency and effectiveness of 

procurement regulatory and policy implementation as illustrated in Figure 3.1.  

b) The non-pecuniary compliance costs identified in this study were found to be the effect 

of the complexity of the regulatory framework, as well as its implementation 

mechanisms (using outdated and manual operational workflows and controls).  

c) The findings indicated that there is a learning deficiency within the SCMU. This 

indicates that learning costs are lower than expected. This could however have an 

impact on compliance cost – officials are not acquainted well enough with regulatory 

compliance. The researcher often found that these issues are systemic (external to the 

organisation) and require a wider organisational (National and Provincial) 

intervention. Internal to the organisation, the researcher finds that obstacles limiting 

officials from obtaining the requisite SCM and regulatory knowledge can be attributed 

to high workload (finding time to learn to develop skills), ineffective learning 

mediums (officials are expected to acquaint themselves by reading SCM regulation 

and policy which does not manifest as expected) and the general attitude towards 

learning - particularly self-learning (officials do not take the initiative to close their 

knowledge gaps).  

d) Low employee morale and low motivation were identified as major factors 

contributing to the non-pecuniary psychological costs. As indicated in the literature, 

individuals with low staff morale and/or motivation, often do not contribute to the 

development of operations and administration. Literature notes that morale goes 

beyond the employee’s feelings about their tasks, it is rather their psychological state 

that determines whether they are likely to contribute to or participate in, work 

activities to make things work better and more successfully (Bowels and Cooper, 

2009:2).  Employee motivation on the other hand, which is the cornerstones of 

organisation performance, according to Anderfuhren-Biget et al. (2010:2) adversely 
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affects the quality of work produced leading to noncompliance and lack of 

accountability. 

e) The findings of this study indicated that the SCM function requires intervention in the 

areas of leadership and management, ICT solutions, and professionalising SCM. 

 Discussion of the Findings: 

 Compliance Costs 

The discussion below focuses on the non-pecuniary compliance costs of the procurement 

function. The general finding shows that procurement operational performance and 

regulatory compliance is adversely affected by the following aspects: 

 Regulatory framework and its implementation 

The findings of this study indicate that the procurement function is inherently complex 

due to the dynamic nature and fragmented structure of its regulatory framework. This is 

in line with the findings of Quinot (2020:3) who notes, other than the Constitution, there 

are twenty-three different primary procurement statutes – each branching out even further 

into numerous secondary regulations.  Therefore, the scale of procurement regulation 

increases administrative burdens. There is a notion of too much to know, too many 

changes, too frequently.  The South African Law Commission (2019:42) describes these 

as regulatory burdens.  

Coupled with the scale of regulations that officials are expected to know, the empirical 

findings confirm that there are major knowledge and awareness gaps of procurement 

regulation as highlighted by Fourie and Malan, 2020:12; Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 

2012c:249; and Bolton, 2016:13. Furthermore, the findings confirmed that internal 

regulatory controls are incompatible (outdated) with current procurement rules, coupled 

with poor compliance monitoring and evaluation (Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 

2012c:250).  

 Procurement operations 

This study found that compliance costs are intensified by duplication of administration 

(due to segregated workflow and processes), weak reporting and data capturing strategies, 

poorly maintained and unorganised physical filing system, and inaccessibility of 

information, as well as the outdated operational systems (outdated work methods).  These 

functions all form part of procurement operations. Furthermore, the consensus among 
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participants was that the operating system is manual, paper-heavy and labour intensive. 

These aspects have adverse consequences on regulatory and operational compliance and 

although many of these aspects are constructed by officials themselves, better leadership 

and management is required to change the status quo. 

 Procurement planning 

The findings indicated that the current weakness in procurement planning and inadequate 

coherence thereof throughout the SCMU increases administrative burdens. Poor 

procurement planning affects the SCMU readiness to execute plans considering their 

already low capacity.  Procurement plans which are not well thought through, are 

unrealistic or of poor quality, could ultimately place more pressure on the SCMU.  

Poor planning often results in unjustifiable procurement deviations and price escalations 

(National Treasury, 2015:16). Although poor planning is a direct programme management 

issue, poor planning often leaves the SCMU at the core of deciding how to deal with poor 

planning (psychological costs). Poor planning does not only have a direct impact on 

internal SCM operations but has negative consequences on public spending and service 

delivery (poor procurement planning could also result in service delivery delays and could 

ultimately lead to underspending) (Fourie & Malan, 2020:13).  

 Communication and information sharing 

The general lack of effective communication and information sharing within the SCMU, 

as well as between the SCMU and the line functions was found to be detrimental in an 

operational system where information (challenges and progress on procurement) is not 

electronically available or accessible to all stakeholders involved in a single procurement 

process. Communication is fundamental to the efficiency and effectiveness of the SCMU. 

Communication enhances sharing of valuable information, facts, issues, progress, etc. 

(Louw, 2017:413) and encourages teamwork and promotes a peaceful and more 

streamlined work environment (Louw, 2017:411). Information sharing promotes better 

decision-making and better execution of procurement plans. Good communication and 

improved information sharing culture can facilitate coordination and promote cooperation 

within the procurement environment. However, efficient, and effective information and 

communication flow are increasingly dependent on technology (Hugo and Waugh, 

2017:211). This is primarily because the volumes of information SCM generates daily 
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warrant more effective means of communication and information sharing that goes 

beyond human capabilities. 

 Capacity and workload 

The procurement function was found to have a capacity shortage, resulting in a high 

physical and mental workload. Although the findings indicate that administrative burdens 

are borne from capacity shortage and workload. Capacity shortage in the SCMUs has been 

a concern in government for numerous years (Ambe and Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012b:11011; 

National Treasury, 2015:52; Malan and Fourie, 2020) and there is no indication that the 

matter will be resolved soon due to budget cuts (National Treasury, 2021b:120). The 

deficiency in capacity and overbearing workload bears compliance risks SCM operations 

and service delivery. On an operational level, the risk is a combination of not having 

enough oversight while government departments remain persistently dependent on human 

intervention with regulatory controls (manually verifying and processing tender 

documents).Capacity shortage was found to increase internal workload per capita, creates 

conflict among employees (responsibility shifting), non-compliance, low employee 

morale, demotivation, and stress. 

Administrative burdens are further exacerbated by the perceived uneven distribution and 

workload.  Participants often stated that this was due to poor communication and poor 

relationship management within the SCMU (e.g., duplication of work due to poor 

communication among peers).  

 Learning costs 

The following is the discussion of non-pecuniary learning costs of the procurement 

function: 

 Learning mediums 

There is a general concern about the lack of knowledge and awareness of SCM and 

procurement regulation among SCM officials. Literature indicates that the lack of 

requisite skills and knowledge is one of the main causes of non-compliance and poor 

procurement implementation (Bolton, 2006:215; Bolton, 2008:13; Ambe and Badenhorst-

Weiss, 2012; Bolton, 2016:13; Ajam, 2016:215; Kakwezi and Nyeko, 2019:170; Fourie 

and Malan, 2020:1; Arrowsmith, 2021:124). 
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The findings also indicated that there is a concern about how new regulation is 

communicated (e.g., via email with no further explanation), which was found to be 

ineffective. According to Louw (2017:421), communication channels or mediums are as 

important as the content it is carrying. Information richness is the information-carrying 

capacity of the channel.  According to Louw (2017:421), written communication has a 

low rate in information effectiveness, whereas emails or internal communication are rated 

medium in information effectiveness (Louw, 2017:421).  Managers should therefore 

reconsider face to face interactions, as this is proved to have a greater effect on information 

receipt (Louw, 2017:422). 

Other than the lack of knowledge, officials also lacked skills (particularly computer 

technology and communication skills) to cope with the high volumes of administration 

(National Treasury, 2015:5).  

 Retaining SCM knowledge 

Knowledge retainment improves the official’s access to knowledge and information so 

that they can make better and faster decisions. Literature notes that KM empowers 

employees to get the right information at the right time to operate more efficiently and 

effectively. In addition to the above, the findings show that knowledge within the SCMU 

is highly undervalued and poorly retained. The literature further notes that a successful 

organisation’s learning process depends on a well-established KM infrastructure that 

includes both social and technical enablers (Salama, 2017:39). An inadequate KM strategy 

or practice cripples or delays knowledge transfer -  officials take longer to learn and 

develop administrative strategies within their operational structures. In these instances, it 

is apparent that adequacies in KM are undervalued within the procurement administration. 

Psychological costs 

This section discusses the factors that were identified as contributors to the non-pecuniary 

psychological costs of the procurement function: 

 Employee morale 

The results that low employee morale affects operational performance are supported by 

previous studies. Bowles and Cooper (2009:59) found that there is growing evidence that 

performance at both the individual and organisational levels is highly correlated with 

employee morale.  Low employee morale is evident in the display of unprofessional 
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behaviour, poor communication among officials, poor work quality, and lack of 

accountability and responsibility. Neely (1999:3) notes, that low employee morale is 

presented in the quality of work produced, attitude of individuals towards management 

and peers, grievances lodged and performance scores. Improving employee morale is 

paramount to organisational success. Among other qualities, it enhances engagement and 

increases the employee's willingness to work harder and improves their commitment to 

the organisation’s objectives (Bowles and Cooper, 2009:59). Bowles and Cooper 

(2009:59) note that working on employee morale is not a once-off objective to achieve 

but must be a continuous and consistent management process to be effective. 

 Motivation 

The findings indicated that SCM officials are generally demotivated to perform well, lack 

accountability and responsibility, and do not face consequences thereof. Demotivation not 

only negatively impacts the officials’ willingness to perform their tasks accurately and 

timeously but also results in negative relationships with their managers and peers. This is 

in line with the findings that low motivation adversely affects teamwork, can increase 

hostility, frustration, and aggression among employees (Kelloway et al., 2005:4). By 

clarifying performance expectations, linking performance to rewards, or clarifying 

sanctions for non-performance, managers can increase employees’ motivation. However, 

to eliminate performance barriers in this regard, managers must first identify them (Amos, 

2017:402). 

 Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations are made to improve 

the efficiency and effectiveness of procurement operations: 

 Recommendation 1: Management and leadership 

Many of the challenges mentioned in the finding of this study have a direct correlation 

with management and leadership, inter alia, planning, motivating, setting clear 

performance criteria etc. According to Kakwezi and Nyeko (2019:176), generalising that 

the procurement function is not performing without indicating the criteria used to reach 

that conclusion or just basing performance measures on financial statements is not logical. 

When a procurement function is well planned and its performance criteria are well 

defined, only then can one objectively measure performance and identify areas needing 
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improvement – which should be driven by management. The performance of public 

entities requires good management and leadership. National Treasury (2015:4) has 

highlighted that government organisational structures and systems have too many 

inexperienced and unskilled leadership and management, perpetuating poor governance 

in public institutions. The SCM officials highlighted the lack of management support in 

implementing procurement, especially pertaining to regulatory changes. The procurement 

function requires planning and clearly defined performance criteria, only then can 

performance be objectively measured, and improvement plans put in place. These critical 

aspects are currently not being driven by management.  

The following are recommendations to improve management and leadership in SCM: 

a) Management needs to have a more innovative approach to procurement function to 

enhance the current capacity issue by identifying what resources they have at their 

disposal (utilising existing talent among employees unused technology).  

b) Managers must identify requisite skills and enforce learning in those areas (e.g., utilise 

government resources to upskill officials in available computer software (MS Excel, 

Office 365, My Content etc.). 

c) Management must improve their regulatory knowledge to provide better support to 

their SCMU and improve the SCM knowledge within line functions so that they 

understand their role in the procurement value chain.  

d) Managers must adopt effective learning mediums (not just distribute information 

through email with the hope that SCMU officials will acquaint themselves). Learning 

is not an optional work activity but an absolute necessity in a highly regulated 

environment such as the SCMU. Managers must however create a conducive 

environment for learning to become more effective. 

e) Management must adopt an integrated and coherent approach to procurement 

management, centralise procurement and SCM information for all stakeholders to 

have easy access to. 

f) Management needs to improve its performance management strategies and impose 

consequence management for non-compliance and unprofessional employee conduct. 

g) To address the challenges of low employee morale and motivation, the SCMU 

management must prioritise their leadership skills. In recommendation, adopting a 

transformational leadership approach can improve their interactions with employees 

such as idealised influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and 
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individualised consideration.  

h) Lastly, the development and implementation of plans for transfer and retention of 

management, leadership as well as technical skills must be put in place. These skills 

are scarce but are important for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

procurement function, and ultimately the organisation. 

 Recommendation 2: Information and Communication Technology Solutions 

Improving procurement capacity through a digital operational solution is a major necessity 

for the current procurement operations. This could be achieved through the following: 

a) Procurement regulations should be taken into consideration in the design of a 

digital operational system; automating the many requirements and unlocking 

performance blockages will eliminate compliance costs to some degree. There 

should, however, be a coordinated approach to digitising procurement controls and 

standardisation across all components for seamless operations. 

b) Data should be captured at the point of creation and not as part of the reporting 

exercise. Reports should be generated from a digital system to ensure the reliability 

and accuracy of information.    

c) Facilitate transparency and eliminate duplication of procurement operations 

through digitisation. This will provide an open data solution – granting access to 

procurement information to all stakeholders in line with governance requirements.  

d) In the DTPW, digitising procurement operations will also resolve an array of 

operational issues. Digitisation will also resolve the physical space challenges 

associated with the storage of documents, enhance access to information, and 

accountability and transparency. Leading companies have obtained significant 

process efficiencies and cost savings from the use of digital technologies in 

procurement (Kosmol et al., 2019:100552) 

 Recommendation 3: Professionalising SCM 

In addition to effective management and leadership, the procurement function requires 

professional SCM officials. To be able to implement SCM successfully, the following 

recommendations are key: 

a) Professionalise SCM in line with National Treasury requirements to improve the 

overall quality of the SCM function. National Treasury (2015:24) has 

acknowledged the importance of professionalising SCM to attract and retain 
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appropriately skilled personnel and enhance resistance to mismanagement, waste, 

and corruption. Such professionals would master the complexity of the 

procurement environment, not only with strengthened analytical and negotiation 

skills, but also the emotional and relational skills that allow them to influence 

others inside and outside their organisation. 

b) Qualified SCM practitioners should be employed to perform SCM tasks. This will 

ensure that the right personnel are in the right place at the right time (Ambe and 

Badenhorst-Weiss, 2012b:11012). Furthermore, proper staffing is an indication of 

maturity for the SCM function (Van Hoek, 2014:362). 

 Areas for Future Research 

This study is exploratory; therefore, further case studies are required to validate the 

findings presented. This study recognises the following areas for future research: 

• An empirical study of the core skills required in an SCMU and procurement 

function, appropriate for the South African developmental public sector. 

• An empirical investigation of the preferred learning mediums in public sector 

SCM and procurement, to improve regulatory knowledge with minimal 

learning costs. 

• An empirical investigation of key procurement performance measures and 

criteria (as well as their absence thereof), and the extent to which they 

influence the actual behaviours of SCM officials. 

 Conclusion 

This chapter presented the conclusion and recommendations of the study. The study 

demonstrated that although administrative burdens are perceived by those who experience 

them, what affect these burdens, are the various aspects discussed which contributes to 

the extent of the non-pecuniary compliance, learning and psychological costs.  

To fully engage in qualitative research, the researcher spent much time in the field to 

generate data, followed by the ambitious task of categorising a large amount of data into 

sub-themes and thereafter, further grouping these into the overarching that addresses the 

research objectives. During the data collections, common codes surfaced which was 

grouped into sub-themes and these sub-themes was further grouped into the overarching 

themes. The literature review was fundamental in exploring these overarching themes 
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namely compliance, learning and psychological costs, and obtaining a wider outlook on 

the research problem. The concept ‘cost’ was complex to understand and articulate in the 

context of this study as the cost variables did not always have a direct or proven relation 

to financial compensation or loss, however, it indicated some sort of exchange or sacrifice 

by the officials and/or the organisation that added to the administrative burdens of 

procurement. 

The researcher gathered that administrative burdens arise through the implementation of 

the procurement regulatory framework, during procurement operations,  procurement 

planning, and is further burdened through inadequate communication and information 

sharing practices. Another common sub-theme was lack of capacity coupled with the 

administrative workload. These sub-themes were grouped under compliance costs as they 

directly impact SCM and procurement compliance (e.g., capacity efficiency to thoroughly 

ensure compliance in all phases in the procurement process). This inadequacy of these 

practices/sub-themes proved to be both the result of administrative burdens, as well as the 

cause of administrative burdens.  

Learning costs are an inherent part of daily procurement operations, and how effective 

learning depends, inter alia, on the effectiveness of the learning mediums. Although 

learning will add to learning costs and therefore to the administrative burden, the 

inadequate learning mediums will further exacerbate public capacity and create 

unnecessary administrative burdens. The general lack of SCM knowledge and skills 

among officials also proved to harm the efficiency and effectiveness of procurement 

operations and therefore shows an increase in administrative practices.  

Low employee morale and lack of motivation were categorised under psychological costs. 

In some instances, the result showed that low employee morale can be caused by the 

administrative burdens (e.g., officials feel helpless and no hope for the system), and in 

other instances, is as a result of it (e.g., officials don’t feel a sense of duty to improve the 

administration either). Although it was very challenging to understand the impact low 

employee morale and motivation has on the extent of the administrative burdens, the 

literature in Chapter 3  explained this correlation.  

The researcher found that technological advancements would be the ideal solution to 

minimise the administrative burdens, i.e., where manual interventions often fail the 

system. The final recommendation is to urge managers to become more aware of the 
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circumstances in which their SCM or procurement operational employees are required to 

implement procurement policy and regulation. SCM managers must be upskilled (inter 

alia, leadership, communication, innovative skills) and must become motivated 

themselves to motivate and upskill others. 

Effective leadership and management, an integrated ICT solution and the 

professionalisation of SCM personnel were found to be key success factors for improved 

procurement implementation. These key success factors form part of the 

recommendations for improving procurement performance.  

To reiterate the literature in Chapter 3, not all burdens are bad, however, because they are 

often not quantified, it is difficult to ascertain their value for money (or effort). The 

challenges of the administrative burdens and their impact on the effectiveness and 

efficiency on public procurement operations are however not limited to the DTPW. As 

revealed by previous studies, these challenges also extend to other public entities and 

warrant further investigation to find amicable solutions.  
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ANNEXURE A: SAMPLING QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. What is your highest qualification? 

2. The number of years of work experience in public procurement? 

3. What is your involvement in the following procurement 

methodologies? 

You may select more than one option. 

Options: 

(a) Planning needs/ Demand analysis 

(b) Compile procurement documentation 

(c) Verify compliance of procurement process 

(d) Authorise/Approve procurement 

(e) Audit pre/post audits 

(f) Other 

3.1 Informal procurement process (3 quote process)? 

3.2 Formal procurement process (e-procurement)? 

3.3 Competitive bidding process? 

3.4 Limited bidding process? 

3.5 Emergency bidding? 

4. To what extent are you involved in the following procurement 

processes: 

Options 

(a) Never 

(b) Seldon 

(c) Often 

(d) Always 

4.1 Process purchase orders? 

4.2 Process work orders? 

4.3 Compile bid documents? 

4.4 Report on monthly procurement activities  

4.5 Conduct SCM post audits  
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ANNEXURE B: INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. In relation to procurement operations, how would you describe the 

operational administration? 

2. The procurement system is still largely a paper-intensive system - in your 

experience, how does this impact the search for procurement information?  

3. Procurement officials must ensure that tender files are complete, accurate 

and that the information contained in the files are reliable. In your opinion, 

what are the challenges in achieving these objectives? 

4. Procurement officials must report on procurement activity every month - in 

your experience, what are the challenges in fulfilling this obligation? 

5. Concerning procurement operations, what hinders workflow?  

6. A procurement official must ensure that procurement compliance checks 

are conducted for every procurement activity. What is the main 

compliance administrative challenges faced with such processes?    

7. How would you describe the communication between SCMU officials 

working on a procurement process? 

8. How would you describe communication between SCMU and the rest of 

the department (line functions) when collaborating on a procurement 

process? 

9. How do you stay informed with SCM related regulations and policy? 

10. How is the implementation of SCM regulations and policies communicated 

to you?  

11. Describe how you use Accounting Officer System handbook?  

12. What would you recommend as a more effective learning medium 

(channel) to improve the knowledge of SCM officials? 

13. In your experience, what are major compliance administrative issues in SCM 

operations relating to procurement? 

14. What is your opinion on the general acceptance of a digital procurement 

system and how well do you think SCMU will adapt to such a change? (what 

is the reason for your answer?). 

ANNEXURE C: DOCUMENTED OBSERVATIONS FORMAT 

REFLECTIVE JOURNAL 

THE NONPECUNIARY COST OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT: 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT AND PUBLIC WORKS: SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

DATE 

DOCUMENTED 
SUBJECT EXPERIENCES AND OBSERVATIONS 
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ANNEXURE D: DTPW ETHICS APPROVAL 
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ANNEXURE E: SPL ETHICS APPROVAL 
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ANNEXURE F: INFORMED CONSENT 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

Dear participant 

My name is Azra Adams, and I am a master’s student at the University of 

Stellenbosch. I would like to invite you to participate in a research project entitled, 

EXPLORING THE NON-PECUNIARY COSTS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS OF 

PUBLIC PROCUREMENT: A CASE STUDY OF THE WESTERN CAPE DEPARTMENT OF 

TRANSPORT AND PUBLIC WORKS. 

Please take some time to read the information presented here, which will explain 

the details of this research project, before you agree to participate in this study. 

You are welcome to contact me if you require further explanation or clarification 

of any aspect of the study. Your participation is entirely voluntary, and you are 

free to decline participation at any point.  If you decline, this will not affect you 

negatively in any way whatsoever.  However, should you agree to participate, 

you will be contributing to a body of knowledge that eagerly seeks to understand 

the effects procurement administration has on government efficiency and 

effectiveness. 

The purpose of this research project is to obtain an in-depth understanding of 

how you, as a supply chain management official,  experience the operational 

administration of supply chain management. Although procurement 

administration is often burdensome, this study recognises its importance as a 

compliance tool.  It is important to note that administrative burdens are not all 

bad, in fact, they are necessary and unavoidable. They help us adhere to the 

rules and comply with the procedure. Herd and Moynihan (2018:19) describe it 

as the 'nuts and bolts of policy implementation and note that all encounters with 

and within government will inherently have administrative burdens, no matter 

how minimal. Understanding administrative burdens require an in-depth 
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understanding of both the interest of the state and the experience of the official 

who conducts procurement activities.  

Before you agree to participate in this study, I would like to draw your attention 

to the following pertinent matters: 

• You will not be obtaining monetary compensation for participating in this

study. You will however be rewarded with an appreciation gift.

• By participating in this study, you will be contributing to new knowledge by

granting insight into real-life administrative practices. This research aims to

open dialogue about the status quo of public administration that has

otherwise been misunderstood for so long.

• As a researcher, I am ethically devoted to ensuring that you are

completely comfortable, free from emotional stress and harm and the

discussion will remain confidential.

• You will be required to complete a short questionnaire before the

interview. The purpose of the short questionnaire is to obtain demographic

information of the sample group.

• Thereafter, I will be interviewing with you via MS Teams application at a

date and time of your convenience which I will communicate you

schedule options and send you an MS Teams link.

• The interview will be recorded. This enables me to revisit the recordings in

case I am uncertain of your response. These voice recordings will be stored

in my private and password protected cloud storage. I am the only one

who has access to these files.

• If it suits you, we can revise these outcomes immediately after the interview

so that you are completely comfortable with releasing this information to

me for this study. This will also allow you to clarify some of your comments.

This is however completely optional.

• I hereby guarantee confidentiality (protection of your identity) since the

research design does not require the disclosure of your identity to

conclude a finding.
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• I would like to emphasise that your participation is completely voluntary

and withdrawal at any time during, and after the interview may occur

without any negative consequences.

• You may even choose to withdraw certain answers, which I will then

personally discard in their entirety.

If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free 

to contact me at @gmail.co.za. You may also contact my supervisor 

(Prof Tania Ajam) at @spl.sun.ac.za.  

RIGHTS OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS: You may withdraw your consent at any time 

and discontinue participation without penalty.  You are not waiving any legal 

claims, rights, or remedies because you are participating in this research study.  If 

you have questions regarding your rights as a research participant, contact Ms 

xxxxxx xxxxxx [xxxx@sun.ac.za; 021 808 0000] at the Division for Research 

Development. You have the right to receive a copy of the Information and 

Consent form. 

If you are willing to participate in this study, please sign the Declaration of 

Consent. 

DECLARATION BY PARTICIPANT 

By signing below, I,  __________________________________________  agree to take 

part in a research study entitled EXPLORING THE NON-PECUNIARY COSTS OF THE 

ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT: A CASE STUDY OF THE 

WESTERN CAPE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT AND PUBLIC WORKS, conducted by 

Ms Azra Leoni Adams. 

 I declare that: 

• I have read the attached information leaflet and it is written in a

language with which I am fluent and comfortable.

• I have had a chance to ask questions and all my questions have been

adequately answered.

• I understand that taking part in this study is voluntary and I have not

been pressurised to take part.

• I may choose to leave the study at any time and will not be penalised

or prejudiced in any way.
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• I may be asked to leave the study before it has finished if the

researcher feels it is in my best interests, or if I do not follow the study

plan, as agreed to.

• All issues related to privacy and the confidentiality and use of the

information I provide have been explained to my satisfaction.

Signed on :  _________________________________________________ 

Name of participant: ________________________________________ 

Signature of participant: _____________________________________ 

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR 

I declare that I explained the information given in this document to 

__________________ [name of the participant], who was encouraged and given 

ample time to ask me any questions. This conversation was conducted in English 

and [no translator was used]. 

________________________________________ ______________ 

Signature of Investigator Date 
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